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I_THCDUCTION
The chjecti_es o_ the NASa Global Atmos@heric Sam[ling
Program are to _rovid_ baseline data of selected atmospheric
constituents in the u_pe_ troposphere and lower s_ratosph_re
and to documen_ and analyze these data to I) _zovide a
bette_ understanding of the d_namics of the atmosphere i_
the region where commercial aircraft fl_, and 2) _rcwide
initial value boundary conditions for atmospheric models
b_ing used tc assess potential adwerse effects zro_ aircraft
exhaust _mi_szo_ on the _atural atmosphera. '
The G_SF Frcgzam began in 1972 _ith a feasibilitx study
¢f the co,ce_t of usLng oc_merc&al airliners in routine
service to o_tain atmospheric •data. Since then, this
pEogram has prcgressed from de•sign anA acquisition • of
hardware to colizctlng global data on a daily kasi_ (_efs.
I-6). Fully automated GASP systems have bee_ operated on a
United Airlines B-7_7, two _an American. World Airways
5-747's, a Qantas Airways of Australia B-747, and the N_SA
cv-99C _esearch aircraft. The GAS_ system design, the
m_asur_ment instruments, %he cn-bcazd computer _or automatlc
control and data management, and system mai_zenanc_
proce,lures ar_ d_scriu_d in references 7 and 8. Analyses of
GAS_ d_ta a_e _e_orted in references 9-17.
In addicicn %0 the ambient atmospheric constituent
measurements,. GASP began, in March 1977, tc m_ke
measurements of cabin ozone levels on aircraft N533PA and
N4711F]. Th6se aizcra£t are _roviding simultaneous
measurements o_ cabin and ambient crone on fllqhts cf
varying _urat_cn, an_ at different _ilght levels,
geographical locations, and seasons. Based on Occupational
Safety ano H6_l%h Administratlcn (OSHA) ozone standards, aLd
analysis of the available data (including GASP ambient ozone
m_asu_£men% (re_. 15 and 18) and si_ul%aneous cabin and
ambient ozone m6asurements from selected GASP flights (re£.
17)), the Fed=ral Aviation Administration (fAA) has issded a
_otic_ of Pro[osed _ulemaking (NPRH) regarding acceptable
lev&is cf ozone in aircraft cabins (r_f. 19)...
This report is the ninth in a series of re_czts to
announce the availability oK GASP data from the National.
Climatic Center, Asheville, North Carolina, 28801.. Data for
March 1975 through December 1976 are archived on tapes •
VLOCO1-VLO008 (reds.. 20-26). Continuous _ecord data
obtained cn Pan Am's Fiftieth Anniversary around-the-wcDld-
vla-the-_oles flight cn october 28-31, 1977 are archived o_
tape VLOO09 (ref. 27). For each of these tapes, the ti_e
periods covered, and the GASP ai_c_a_% from which da_a are
archived are identified in table I. Data obtained by Pan Am
N533P_ from January 21-October _, _977 are archived cn ta_e
VLC01C, and data obtained by United N_7_IU from January 3-
Septembe_ 20, 1977 are arohived on tape VLO012.
DATA ACCUISITION
For each GASP flight, data acqulaition begins on ascent
through the 6 km altitude flight level, and terminates cn
descent through 6 _m. A complete GASP sasplinq cycle is 60
minutes, divided into 12 Zive minute sampling segments.
During alternate s£gments (at I0 minute intervals), air
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sample da_a ar_ recorded for all instruments. During the
intervening segments the system is in one of _ix different
calibration cycles to allow for in-flight checks on
instrument operation (if required). Whenever any
calibration cycle is not needed for a given instrument, that
instrument acquires air sample data during the segment° For
normal GASP sampling a 16 second recording is made at the
end of each five minute samF1ing segment.
Cassette tapes, on which the data are recorded onboard
the aircraft in serial format, are transcribed co
com_uter-compatihle form for data reduction. At this sta_e,
laboratory instrument calibration information required for
data processing is included, redundant and non-usable data
are removed, and the data are re-transcribed to final form
and units. On the GASP archive tapes, the data _re grouped
by aircraft and identified by flights ulth the alrpcrts of
departure and arrival designated by the standard
three-letter airport code (ref. 28). Detailed specifi-
cations and formats for the GASP data are given in Appendix
Ao Data for each flight begins with an FLHT record (table
A-I) to provide flight identification information. This
record is followed by a series of DAT_ rec_s (faLls A-II),
one for each recording made during the flight, summary
insulations for tapes VLO010 and VLO012 showing the route,
date, number of DATA records, and constituent data available
for each flight are given in tables II and Ill.
MEASUBEM_NTS O_ .'._
For each i_-situ constituent measurement, an instrument
ID n_mber is given An the FLST record for each flight for
which constituent data are available; otherwise, ID = 'S'.
In addition, each measurement has an associated TAG in each
D_TA record. If TAG = 'M', data are no£ available for that
record, and the data field has been set equal to zero,
Ozone
Ozone measurements are made using an ultraviolet
absorptlcn ozone photometer (ref. 29), The concentration of
atmospheric ozone is determined by measuring the Qifference
in intensity of an ultraviolet light beam which alternately
passes through the sample gas and an ozone-free zero gas
(generated within the instrument). The instrument output is
digital, and the regis_¢er is uF-dated at the end of each 20
seccnd measuring cycle. The range of %hls instrument is
from 3 to 20,000 ppbv {parts per billion by volume), with a
sensitivity of 3 ppbv. Data from flight tests of the
instrument are given An reference 3.
p_ic_ to February 1_77, G_S_ ozone £nst_uments were
checked (over the range 0 to 1000 ppbv) against an ozone
generator wh£ch was calibrated at 1000 ppbv by the o_e
p_rcent neutral buffered _otasslum iodide (KI) method (ref.
30). Base_ on the average of these KI calibrations th_ GASP
ozone instruments re_d the correct ozone concentrations c_
an air sample at I atmospheze pressure and 25 degrees C when
the sFan is set at %8290.
Recent laboratory studies comfazing ozone measurement
techniques (refs. 31 and references therein) have reported
that the KI method may actually give ozone levels which ate
from 10 to 30 percent high depending on the details of the
procedure used. _ecause of this uncertainty of £he KI
procedure as a standard for ozone measurements, GASP ozone
instruments are now calibrated by comparison wlth a
commercial U.V. _hotometer. maintained at Lewis as a
transfer standard. This transfer standard is periodically
(about every 6 months) calibrated against the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory 5 meter path length Uo V. photometer (tel. 31}.
With th_ span s_tting of the transfer standard and the GASP
ozone instruments set at 582CC, the JPL calibrations
indicate that the G_SP data are 9 percent high. To date
these span settings have not b_en readjusted.
In-flight monitoring of the ozone instrument includes
measurement of the instrument zero by flowing th_ sam_l_
through a charcoal _ilter external to the instrument, and
measurement of the electronic span. setting and control
frequencies. The instrument i_ not calibrated in-fllght
with an ozone calibration gas due to the difficulty of
generating a precisely known ozone concentration in the
flight system. Periodic checks for calibration ccnsist, ency
are performed in the laboratory.
_mb_.___ Rzons !_ea_re__mme__n_. The air sample is
pressurized to nominally 100 kPa (I atm) prior to
measurement of the ozone level. The ozone _eadings are
corrected for drift of the instrument zero by subtracting
the most current zero-level r_ading. To account for
differences in regulated pressuKe between G&SP systems, and
to acqount for variations in the air sample temperature and
pressure during flight, the zerc-coirected ozone levels are
normalized to standard atmospheric pressure and tO a
temperature cf 25 d_grees C. Data are not reported if the
pressure of the sample entering the ozone instrument is less
than aircraft cakin _essure.
The destruction of o_one in the
tetrafluoroeth¥1ene (TFE) samfle lines from the inlet probe
to the instrument, and in the _FE-coated diaphragm pump is
periodically measured on board th_ aircraft under conditions
simulating operaticn in flight. _he ozone mixing ratio at
O_k_M, ['AG_ 15
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_he probe i_le_ (03, in pphv) is _xp_essed in te_s ot the
measured ozor.e _Ixlr.g ratio (03_, iT. r}bv) as
03 -- (1÷a)e3_ {I)
with the constant 'a' 4_ermine4 by a =egression analysis on
the a_ptcpziate d(structicn t_st data. For the data
reported on tap(s VLO010 and VLO012, _he ozone destruction
corrections were made using (_+a) = I.C28 and (1+a) = 1.0_.
_¢spectively. _h¢ uncertainty in these apbroximations is
2 percent. The destIuction constaa:s used are given in the
FLHT record fo_ each flight (see ta_16 A-I).
In _zevicus re_crts a more cc_[licate_ form of equation
_I) was reported (r÷fs. 21-26) which accoua_ed se[arately
fez 4estructio_ of ozone by thermal and wall effects (refs.
32-34). klthouga ti,_ percentage of the inccaing ozone
destroyed ty wall effects decreases with increasing
concentrations, the percentage cf the incoming ozone
destroyed by the thermal mechanis_ increases with increasing
concentration. Since both m_cha_isms are likely
contributing to the system destruction, i_ is not surprising
_hat the destruc_ic_ data are approximated well with a •
linear relatioaship which gives a constant percentage
destruction.
As men_inned above, _eported ozone l_v_is have been
corrected for d_ift of the instrument zero, for differences
in the denslti_s between the sampling and laboratory
conditions, and for ozone destruction in _he sample lines
ana pump. Zero l£vel data a_Fear in cal cycle I and are
identified by a ,Z' tag. The density ratio factor is given
_y RHOR in. the DATA records. Ozone data values reported
have been calculated as follows:
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03 = (1+a)*(RHOR)*(C3r - 03Z) (2)
where
03z is the mos_ current zero
03r is the zeasured (uncozrected} ozone mixxng ratio
_HO_ is the density correction
(l+a} is the destruction cor=ecticn (see Eq. 11))
Three ozone d_ta values are reported in the DATA
records (see table A-If). The reading at the time the
recording is made is 03. _he mean ozone level for the IZ8
seconds preceding the recording is 03A, and the standard
deviation of the measured ozone levels for that period is
03S. Because for some DATA records C3 is available, but 03A
and/or 03S are no_, all three values are tagged separately.
Note that during continuous =ecoDdings (MODE. = 10, or
T_PB = *i', or TYPE = 'C') C3A = O3S = 0 and their
respective tags are set equal tc 'N'.
_A_ _ __J_- Foc the GAS_ measurement of
cabin ozone, the air is d_au_ from a 0.62 cm diamete_ port,
located aUout 1.5 = aoove the floor on the wall of the
staircase ¢o the upper deck in the first class oa_in. This
port is eKtended about °62 ca from the ,all sur£ace to
minimize drawing aiu from along the ,all.. _bout 6 m of _.62
cm diameter TYE-coated tubing is used betueen this Fort and
the _nalyzer.
cabin ozone data are p_ocessed in a manner directly
analogous to that used for the ambient ozone levels. That
is,. cabin ozone levels {033, in pF_V) are calculated as
follows:
033=(CCENS),(O3ar-O3_z) (3)
uh_re
o33z is the =os% current zero
o33r is the measured{uncorrected) ozone mixLng ratio
CDENS is the density correction. Assumed air sample
temperature=t5 deg C at cabin .pressure.
Zero level da_a appear in cal cycle I,. and a_e identified by
a 'Z' tag. The density ratio factoz, CD_NS, is given £n.t_e
DA_A records fo_ each observation, so that the _aw data
readings can _e extractea and alternate processing schemes
emFloyed at the analysts' option.
From the beginning of the N533PA cabin . Ozone
measurements cn _ptil .3, 1977, until the installation of a
charcoal filter system on August 6, 1977,
high-temperature (15th compressor stage) bleed was used
intermittently ftr cabin ain as a technique to reduce ozone
levels. For data obtained, after May 1_th, signals are
available in the GASP DAT/ records (BLDGND and BEDPLT# see
table A-If) which indicate the use of high-temperature bleed
as .follows_
a) If BLDZLT > BLDGND, and BLDPL_ _ 73,.and BLDGND < 73,
15th stage bleed is on.
b) If BLDFLT _ BLDGND, or ELD_LT > 73, Or. BLDG_D _ 73,
15th stage bleed is off.
These fields are relevant onl_ for alrc=aft N533PA, and only
_oz data obtained after May l/th. AlthOugh 15th stage bleed
was used occasionally prior tc that date its use _as not
coded In.to the GASP data.
Carbon Monoxide
The carbon-monoxide measurement is made w_th an
6
infra-rea absorption analyzer using dual isotope
£1u_=escence. in the dual isotope _luoreecence technique,
alternating _ulees ¢£ IR radiation spectra from a single
source are produced that are a_ £xact match of the
vlbratlonal-rotational absorpticD •bands of CLeC .6 and
CIJ£L_. These two IR radiation spectra are passed through a
single air-sample chamber. The CO present in th_ air
sam_le(98.9_ of all naturally occurinq carbon-moncEiae is
C,_OLe) will akaorb the CizOl_ radiation but Not the C,_Ot6
radiation. Thus _he Ci*Oi_ radiation puls_ is a r_ferenoe
against which the abEorpticn of CtaOLe can be measured.
Aft&r _assinq through the air-sample chamber, the
alternating radiation pulses are converted to electrical
signals by a solid-state IR detector. _atio comparison of
_he _wo Eignal levels y_elds a voltage corresponding tc the
co concentrati_L in the air man,leo
The air sample_ pressurized to 100 kPa (I arm) . passes
through a dessicant cartridge _o remo_e water Qapor, and
through a particulate filter before admission to the
air-sample chamber, Inlet pressure and temperature are
_easured to permit corrections for density effects. Data
are normalized to standard atmospheric pressure and to a
t_mperature o_ 2_ degrees C. _he analyzer zero-output leV_l
is monitored at 20 minute intervals by diverting the air
sampl_ through a h_at_d, ho_calite scrubber to remove all
traces of CO from the azr sampl_. Carbon-_cncxide
concentrations are corrected for zero drift by subtracting
the most current zero-ou_pu_ level as disc_s&ed below. The
_l_ctronio gain of the analyzer is monitored once per hour.
Output of the analyzer is a linear 0 to 5V _C signal
corresponding tc the CO level of the air sample..
Sensitivity, adjusted during calibration, ks 250 ppbv per
volt.. Limit of detectability is.20 ppbv. .Because a. cha,ge
in analyzer, amhieLt temperature causes, a zero shift, and
because the data sy[tem cannot accept a negative _oltage,
the zero-output level is set at 2V DC. _ull scal_ output
thas oorrespcDds to 750 ppbv.
The analyzers are caii_rated with CO in nitrogen gas
mixtures obtained from the _ational Bureau of Standards,
The CO content cf these mix%urea is accuratel_ knovn so as
to serve as _B5 Standard Reference Materials, The inwest
concentration of CO obtainable as an NBS/SRM is about 10
ppm_. _herefore, a precision _low blender is used to dilute
this mixture with proportionate amounts of CO-free nitrogen
tc cbtazn sample _lows ia the range of 100 ppbv to 900 ppbv.
Calibrations using the diluted NBS/SBM are estimated to be
_ccurate to within Z 2 percent%
Early in the O_SP program, calibrations .ere also
performed with nitrogen cylinders whose CO conten_ was
Eachanalyze; is calftratGd prior to its installati©n
c_ an aircraft. A check cn this calibration is performed
upon its removal to determine any change in senei_ivity.
Uncertainty of _he CO measurement is the result of
cabllbration _£rors, change in sensitivity between
calibrations, a_d random fl,ctuaticn, of the output signal.
Pot the data repc;ted herein, the measurement error ranges
from + 4 to _ 10 percent of reading due to calibration error
and _ensi_ivity change. The.standard error due tc rahdom
fluctuation o_ the output signal is _ I_ ppbv.
CO = .25(_HOR) (COv-COz)
where.
COz is the most current zero
Coy.is the local CO voltage
EEOE is the d_nsity correction
Du_inq the course of each flight, the CO zero level.m_y
vary appreciably. 9ecause the data _edUction always uses
the emcst current t values available, and new COz0s are
obtained at _ominally 20 minute intervals, COx variations
can. introduce errors in the reported CO _ixing ratios. For
example, if the true CO mixing ra_io is constant_ a
difference of T00 mv in two consecutive, zeros vould result
in an erE_r cf u_ to 25 ppbv in the reported CO level. _c
assist in identifying data vhlch, may have a signiflca_t
error due to zero level variation, any COz reading, which
differs from the previous zero by more than 100 mv has had.
the normal, e2 _ rag replaced vlth a ec_ tag. co data
readings that _cuur between 2 zeros tha_ differ by more than
200 my have been edited.out,
Three carbcn monoxide data- values are reported in the
DA_ _ecords (see table A-IX), The _eading at the time the
recording is made is CO, The mean carbon monoxide level £or
the 128 seconds preceding the recording is COA, and the
standard deviation, of t_e measured carbon monoxide levels
fo_ that _eriod is COSD. Decause _or some _TA _ecords cO
is available, but COa and/or COSD are not, all ,three values
are tagged separately. Note that durin_ continuous
Eeco;dings (MODE = 10, OE _YPE " _L _, or TEP_ = eCe).
COA = COSD = 0 and their respective tags are set equal to
8
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Watet VaFcr
_tmosphetic water Vapor is measured with an aluminum
oxide dew-frost point hygrometer (ref. 35), The sensing
element consists of a small strip of aluminum which &s
anodized to provide a porous oxide layer. A very thin
coating of gold is evaporated over this structu£e. The
aluminum base and the gold layer form the two _leotrodes of
a capacitor whose imFe_ance varies bith the amount cf water
adsorbed on the porous surface.
This instrument _rovid_s dew-frost point tem[eratures
(DPPT) from -110 degree_ C tc 4_0 degrees C for air sample
temferatures from -65 degrees C to +,0 _egrees C. The air
temperature is measured with a thermistor _ounted on the
sensor probe.• The sensors ar_ calibrated hy the
manufacturer, with a specified DFP_ accuracy of ! 3 degre&s
C for -110 d_gr&_s C _ DFPT S -60 degrees C and Z 2 degrees
C for -60 degrees c < DFPT _ ÷_0 _egr_es C.
The sensoz_ are re-calibrated in an environmental
chamber a_ NASA-Lewi_ prior to installation on t_e aircraft,
Calibration gas is provided by hlendlng room _ir (DfPT = 10
degrees C), la_craror_ service air (DFPT = -gO d_grees C),
and liquid nitrogen boil-off (D_P_ = -70 degrees C). The
calibration is _erformed by comparing the aluminum oxide
sensor output with the dew-frost _¢int tesperature censured
b Z a cooled-mirror hygrometer. _ecause the sensor output
varies with air-sample temperature, calibration is _er_orme_
at zoom temperature, -20 degrees C and -40 d&grees C. U_cn
removal from the aircraft, senscr_ are re-calibrated again
at room temperature. Data are _sed only if the
recalibrations are within the limits specified above.
The water vapor sensor is mounted in a de-iced airscoop
cf the type used on B-747 aircraft for measurement of
outside air temperature. The mou_ting of the sensor and _he
thermistor within the scoo_ is similar to that of the "5-57
Air sampler" described in reference 36. GASP flight test
data using this mounting are reported in reference 3.
Because the sco¢_ mount results in measurement at stagnation
conditions, th% water vapor-fressure calculated from the
indicated DFPT is corrected by _he ra_io of static tc total
pressure, and th_n _sed to c_Iculate the ambient water-vapor
mixing ratio (in parts per million ky weight, _pmw) and the
amDient air dew-frost point.
Laboratory tests on the aluminum oxide hygrometer have
shown several serious deficiencies which must b_ considered
in evaluating the fligh_ data. In these tests the response
of the aluminum oxide hygcometer was compared to two
cooled-mlrror hygrometers_ an aircraft-type undergoing
response testing with the aluminum oxide hygrometer, and the
laboratory stan4a[d cooled°mir_c_ hygromete_ mentioned
previou61y. Th_ O_PT readings of the two cooled-mi£_cr
hygrometers generally agzeed to within 1 degree C. Their
resFonse was faster than the response of the aluminum oxide
hygrometer ty abcut a factor cf 10, thus the cooled-mirror
hygrometer data were used as actual dew-frost _clnt
_em_erature.
_e__sI/a_ zc _e.a _h_n@S i.an _nsor _2!p_!ulS A_
_s._a.3_ _!- -is mentioned in a pre_us paragraph, the
indicated DFPT is dependent on the equilibrium air-sample
temperature. This _ffect is included in the data r_ducticn
through the use cf temperature dependent cal£bratlon curves.
In addlticn, however, the sensor has been found tc have a
transient zespcnse to changes in ambient temperature at
constant DF_T (see rcf. 3). This response is dependent cn
both the magnitude Gf the temperature cha_ge, and the rate
of change. In response to a decrca_e in temperature cf 20
degrees c at _he rate of 2 degrees c/min, the £ndicated DFPT
decreased during the temperature tzansien% to less than the
actual D_PT, and then slowly increased toward the t_ue value
with a time constant of ap_roximatel X an hour. Thus a
decreasing amDient temperature at constant dew-frost _int
will result in indicated DFP_ value_ which are %oo low, and
conversely increasing ambient temperature at constant
dew-frost point will result in indicated DFPT values which
are too high,
Response to _t_9_ _hanqe in D__P_T at c_qo_sta_!_ s__.eB._q_
_._a_o The time constant {to achieve 63 percent o_ a
step change in DFPT) of the aluminum oxide hygromete_ was
found to vary from 8 to 30 minutes depending on the
equilibrium elf-sample temperature and the magnitude and
direction of the step change in DFPT. In going Zrom
wet-to-dry conditions, the indicated DFPT was higher than
the actual DFPT, and conversel_, i_ going from dry-to-wet
the indicated DFPT was lower than the actual D_PT.
_9_ resf_.n_s_e _ simu!a_@.d climbo_° The most
severe gradients in ambient temperature and water vapor are
enccuntered as the aircraft climbs to cruise altitude, with
ambient temperature and DFPT both decreasing. The response
characteristics described in the preceding paragraphs
suggest that the aluminum oxide hygrometer would indicate
tOO high a DFPT in response to the decreasing humidity, but
would indicate too low a DF_T in response to the decreasing
temperature° Thus the pos_Ibi]ity exists for compensating
effects.
Re_R_ _cl_p._i_ H _._q_, The recovery of the
sensor from saturated conditions, as would be encountered
with the _assage o_ the aircraft through clouds, was found
to be very slow. Laboratory test data showed that, after
I0
tLav_n_ teen subjected to saturated conditions for .0
minutes, the aluminum oxide hygrometer cor,tinued tc indlcat_
saruraticn for at. addi-_ional 30 minutes after the air was no
icnger saturated. TLe t_st was terminated at thls time, and
r.o data are available fur the ti_ requir=_l for the aluminum
: cxide hygrometer r_ading to return to the true D_P_. This
slow rcsLccnse cLatacteziszic is aF_a_er, t in the flight data
also whunever _rclonqed saturaticn is indicate_.
because ot the necdssity c: interpreting the _aztr
: v,_.cr _easuremehts in terms of th_ les_ons{ characteris_ic_
ieEcribed above, ahd in r_lation to other measurements,
water vaFor ,._ata a_e re_orted cnly for fll,jhts _or which
data for at least or.e other constltueRt are alsa available,
On the tapE, water va_or data are re_orted as both dew-front
Feint tem_erat ure (DFPTA) and water vapor mizin j ratio
(WV_RA}• in the DATR records (see takle A-If). • •Nh•enevtr•the . ••• •
• indicated dew-_rcsu _cint temperature is equal to the static
air temperature, DFT_.GA = 'S', as a flag zo the £act that
_-' saturated conditions were enccunt_red.
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Cloud Detector and Light Scattering Particles
Flight test experience with the light-scatterlng
particle counters included in the GASP systems [see ref. 3)
' hag indicated that flight through clouds results in a
significantly greater count of the largest size particles (D
_. > 3 micrometers) than is obtained in clear air. A simple .
_, cloud detector is thus available b_ observing the ccunting _
• .. rate cf the largest size _articles. This signal is¥.
q mcnitored for 256 seconds prier tO each data recordi_g_ The
J-,. time (in seccnds) during which the cloud rate, CIDRT, is
_ greater than a _reset level, CLDBI, is interpreted as time
.!_ in clouds (CLSEC: see table _-II). The CLD_I level was
grogrammed on board the United airliner based visualcn
observation of a light haze, and corresponds to a local
t<_ particle de,.sit y (for D > 3 micrometers} of 66,000
_[ _articles/cuhic meter. If C/SEC > C, CLTAG -- 'C _. If cloud
;_- data are not available, CLTAG = _8_..
:i The number cf cloud enccunte£s (CLAYS.; see tacle _-II)
_ is also a_ailable. Whenever clouds are detected (CLDRT >
_ CLDHI}, this is interpreted as a continuous encounter until
_ cloud-free air is detected. This determinaticn requires a
seccnd preset level, CLDLO. If ,_ is the number of times
-_:,' that the cloud rate crosses CLDHI and CLDLO (or CLDLO and
_.. CLD_I) in succession, th_n CLAYR = (n+l}/2. For the data
_:_ _e_crted herein CLDLC _as set at CLDBII8.
_
_ Except for clouds,, data from the izght scattering
_)_ l:article counters have not been repczted previously due to a
Ill rather large uncertainty in the total particle count
resulting from nonuniform illuination of the sample volume,
and high noise-to-signal ra_ics ca channels measuring
Fartlcles less than l._ microns in diameter. However, in
response to requests, and as a supplement to the
time-in-clouds data, measured particle densities, in
particles/amhlent cubic meter, are reported for
particles > .q5, > l._, and > 3 microns in diameter. The
latter channel is the one used by the cloud detector,
although the particle densities are obtained over a 60
second.sampllng _ericd, whereas the sampling time fc_ the
cloud detection is 256 seconds.
The particle densit F data _eported are subject to
variations between instruments due to d_f£erences in
illumination of the sample volume, our preliminary
indication is that the resultant difference ih magnitude may
he on the order of + I/2 cycle (X cr / by a factor of 3).
A detailed mapping o_ the sample volume light field has not
been made for any of the instruments flown on G_SP 5-7_7's
nor has any attempt been made tC correct or normalize _he
data. It should also b% noted that the minimum detectable
particle density is approximately 30 partlcles/amDient cubic
meter.
Particle density and cloud data are reported when
available in the DATA zeco_d for each sampling period.
The_e are no calibration cycles for this instrument, so all
CYCLES are data. Since a pre-recc=ding sampling period is
required for the_e measurements, data do not appear _c_
continuous recordings (MOD£ = 10, or TYPE = 'L'). For all
flights in which particle or cloud data are =eported, the
i_strument ID _umber is given in the FLHT records, otherwise
PCSID = PCEID = t_t.
Filter Samples
Ktmospheric concentration data fop sulfates, nitrates,
chlorides, and fluorides are provided by exposure and
subsequent laboratory analys_ cf filter samples. Filter
exposures are programmed to cccur at al_itodes greater than
9.6 kilometers on the first flight of every third calendar
day, provided that an unexposed filter is available.
Filters are nor_ally exposed for two hours, although shorter
exposures may occur if the aircraft descends to an altitude
less than 9.6 kilometers before tbo hours have elapsed.
Filter data are included in the FLHT record (table A-I)
for each flight. If an exposure occurs (FILEX = 'T,), and
if data from th6 laboratory anal_sis are available (FD_TA =
_I'), the date, time, altitude, and position for the
beginning and eEd of the exposure period, the type of
filter, and the cons_itutent data are reported. The data
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ttom the laboratory a_alysis (in micrograms/filter) a_e
divided _y the i_tegrated filter _Zcb rate (in ambient cubic
_ete_s), and data are reported as micr_g_ams/c_bic meter.
an enclosed slide mechanism which _ccommoda_e_ _ filter
maqazin_ contaiaing eigat ind_vldual Zllter holders. Filter
inset%ion, retraction, and _dwa_cement at@ automatic upon
c_mmand from the :)ASP system control unit. Airflow Zo_. the
apparatus is supFli•ed fro_ an e_ternal probe {25 am
diameter) and expanded in the sampling duct (_7 =m
diameter).
_ _&_/_, All filter exposures _0= which
data have been =eporte_ to dat_ were ma4e using I_c-Iw78
filter paper. This is a low resistance, cellulcse ty_e
material made f_cm secon_ cut cctt¢_ lin_ers _i_h cotton
scrim backing for added strength. This paper was specially
designed for high altitude•ai_ sa_ling and thus features
IC_ pteseure drop, nigh flo_ _ate, and good retenticn for
small airborne _ar_Icles. _his _a_er is imdregnat=d with
dib_toxyethylphthala_e during manufacture to improve
collactiGn efficiency.
P_icr to use, this paper must be washed to r_move
residual amounts of water soluble contaminants (r_f. 37).
Semi-automatic washing ap_aratu_ is available zo process up
to 25 f£1ters at one time. An auxiliary tray is loaded with
individual filters each sanduici_ between stainless steel
SUppOrt screens. The washing procedure is essentially as
follous:
a) Imme_se falters An carbonate buffer solution (O*02.N
sodium carbonate and O.030K sodium bicarbonate) and soak
for 5-10 minutes.
b) Rinse in deionized water about 3 times.
c} Immerse in O._N acetic acid scl_Tion and soak for 3-5
_inutes,
d) RinSe in deicnized water about _ times,
e) Wash filter group at least _times in automatic-cy_ling
washer system using deio_ized water saturated with
dibutox_ethylphthalate.
f} Dry i_ washer chamber with cleat filtered air warmed to
36-_0 degrees C.
g) Place filters in dessica%or and vacuum dry overnight.
Samples from each wash group are analMze_ for backgrcund
levels of contamination to verify the washing prccedu_e,
upon acceptance, the group cf filters is transferred to
c£e_n =oom fct filter holder assembly and sealing. The
f_l_er holder assemblies ar_ s_aled in ultra-clean
polyethylene bags to prevent c¢_nation during shipping
and handling. A£tec filter exposure and removal fxom. the
aircraft, each magazine is re-bagged and carefully
re-p_ckag<d for return shipment and analysis.
_i!_ a-_n_!x_l_. Prior to analysis, each filter is cut
into four equal s_gtent_ for separate constituent analysis,
if necessary, and fez comparative, re,eat analyses. Sulfate,
nitrate, chloride, and fluoride ion concentrations are
determined by ion chromatcgraphyo The basics cf this
analysis techniMuc are described in references 38-_0o This
procedure requires wetting a filter segment with I¢ ml of
carbonate _ufter (C.O024M sodium carbonate; and O.C03M
sodium bicarbonate) as the extracting solution. A 0.5 ml
sample is Injected into th_ ion chromatograph flow system,
which includes a carbonate eluent background, an anion
separato_column, a suppressor column for anion conversion
to it_ acid _orm, and a conductivity detector.
The instcument is calibrated using solutions with known
concentration_ cf the various anions in the extractant_
Calculations of the anion concentration are made by
comparing the constituent peak helghts from the sample
chrcmatograms to those obtained with the standard
callbratlng solution. The fluoride ion identification is
still tentative. Further vezificatlcn is necessary because
the _osaibility of an inter£erring agent has nct been
completely elimicated.
The net amount of any constituent on a filter was
deduced by subtracting an average background level
_etermined frcm several _eference filter blanks which were
removed from unexposed filter holder asses%lies. The
background l_vels in micrograms per filter were
approximately 1.9 fo_ sulfate, 7.7 for nitrate, 3.3 for
chlcrlde, and 3.3 for fluoride. _o other adjustment for any
contamination due to handling and shipping was made. A
summary of the filter data on tape £L0012 is provided in
tahoe IV.
PLIGHT AND ME_EO_OEOGZCAL DATA
In additiot to the air sample measurements, aircraft
flight data are obtained with each data recording to
precisel_ descrite conditions when the data are acquired.
Aircraft _ositicn, heading, and the computed wind s_eed and
directicn are obtained from the inertial navigation
system (INS). Altitude, air s_eed, and static air
temperature are ccllected from the central air data
computer (CADC) in the aircraft. Date and time are }rovided
by a separate GASP clock-calendar unit. The above
parameters are obtained once per DAT_ record. The vertical
acceleration of the alrcraft is obtained from the aircraft
14
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_light recording system at the rate of 8 pe_ second whlch
provides 32 data points £o_ each-DA_A record. The formats
and Baits for these data are given in table A-ll.
The programming fox the GASP systems initiates a
continuous recording whenever the vertical acceleration of
the aircraft exceeds preset limits. This reccrdi_g then
continues until the acceleration has remained within limits
foe one minute. These limits are currently set at 0.8 and
1.2 G's to correspond to "liqht-tc-moderate" turbulence.
Continuous _ecozdings triggered by an acceleraticn limit a_e
£dentilled ty TYPE = 'L', and the numbe_ of times (out of
32) _hat the acceleration has exceeded the limits is given
by _E (see table A-II). _cr any flight during which one or
more limit recordings occurred, LIMCHZ = 'T' in the FLHT
record for that flight (see table A-I).
• :
For each _ATA record, the date, time, latitude, aid
longitude have been use_ to calculate the solar elevation
angle (ref. _I). This is designated as ZEN in table A-If..
Note that -90 d_g < ZEN < *90 deg, _here ZEN = +90 de@ if
the sun is directly overhead. The flight altitude is used
to determine the solar elevation angle at sunrise and
sunaet_ and day and night observations are identified by
SUNTAG = 8 , and 'N' respectively. If G_T is not available
for a. given record (GMTTAG = 'Z'), SUNTAG = 'M', and
ZZ_ = 0.
The primary purpose of the flight and meteorological
data is to provide supporting informatio_ for the
constituent measurements. However, these data, particularly
%he wind and temperature measurements, may be of interest
even where constituent data are not available, and therefore
are reported for all GASP flights.
TROPOPAUSE P_ESSU_E DATA
The National _eteorological Center (N_C) is presently
maintaining a library of gridded meteorological data fields.
Among these ace tropopause pzessures, available on a twice
daily basis (0000 and 1200 G_T), gridded into a 37 by lq_
array for each hemisphere (2.5 degree intervals in both
latitude and longitude}.
_he tropcpaase pressure corresponding to each GASP data
location is obtained by time and space interpolation from
the NMC arrays. These pressures and the corresponding
geopotentlal heights for the standard atmosphere are
incl_ded in the GASP DATA records (TRPR_B and TRPRHM in
table A-II). For normal interpolations (within a 12 hour
interval) TPTAG = , '. If however, NMC data are missing for
one reporting period such that the interpolation must be
15
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performed wlthib a 24 hour Interval, _PTAG = 'l 0, If NMC
data are missing for two or more consecutive £e_orting
periods the time interpolatio_ is not performed. In this
case if the ti_ of the GASP ddta point is wi-.hi_ six. hours
of an NMC EeFo_tin _ period for which data are available, the
s_ace ix_ter_olated values at that r_porting _e_iod are
returned and TP_AG = 'E', but if the time of the GASP dsta
point is not within 6 hours cf an NMC reporting _ericd for
which data are available, TRPBM5 = _PhHM = 0, and TPTAG =
'M'. Fc_ GASP records in which th_ observation time is not
availabl_, 12CC GM_ h_s been assumed for trcpopause
interpolation, and TPrAG = 'T'. Whenever trcFo_ause
pressure values are available, DSLP = _hPRM5 - _AMB, and
DELhGT = ALTMAV - T_PRHM are also re_orfedo
• Tropcp:ausd _Ee$_ures in the NMC 2-hemisp_ere arrays are
determined by m_ans of the Flattery global analysis method
(ref. _2). This procedur_ makes use cf the vertical
temperature profiles calculated for each N_C grid point, and
tests the slope cf th_ profile curv_ upwards from the first
mandatory _=esaur_ level. Although the two hemisphere
arrays were not available prior to July _977, the Flattery
analysis scheme was used for trc_c_ause [ressures archived
in the KMC 6_ by 65 arrays prio_ to December 17, 1975.
Tropopause _ressu_es determined by this method have been
shown Frewiousl_ to correla%_ well with GASP constituent
data (rats. g-15).
CABIN OZONE DA_A ANALYSES
Summary _abulaticns
Because of the interest expressed hy industry and
government in the GASP cabin and ambient ozone measurements,
a summary of these data from ta_es VL0010 and VL9012 is
given in tables W and VI respectively. The _arameters
presented wets selected based on the requirements of
reference 19, and include for each flight the route,
departur_ date, data time interval, and cabin and ambient
ozone data. All ozone levels are mixing ratios expressed in
parts per millic_ by volume (_V).
Entries appear Zor all flights frcm tapes VL0010 and
VL00_2 for which cabin ozone measurements are available.
The number of these observations for each flight is given in
the column headed ND following the departure date. The
elapsed time from the first to the last cabin ozone
measurement for each flight is given In the TOTAL hours
column. An _M _ nex_ to the _O_AL indicates that the
observation time was not availa£1e for cne cr more
m_asurements du_ing the flight. Note that since %he GASP
system does not obtain data at altitudes below 6 km (FL195),
the TOTAL _Lfe e_own heEe is less than the segment time
specified in re_. 19. The time during which the c_in ozone
level _xceed¢d G.I ppmv is given in the O3>0.I column.
The mean [MEAN)and mean ¢ I standard deviation (M¢SD)
cabin ozone levels are time weighted average_ over the tlm_
period given by TOTAL. The _aximum observe4 cabin ozone
level i_ self-explanatory. The maximum time weighted
average cabin ozone level _uring any two hour interval in
the _light is given under 2HB° If TOTAL < 2 hours, the
value 4ppearlng in the 2HR column i_ the flignt mean.
Next, _he _umber of data pclnts, time-weighted lean and
mean ¢ I standard deviation, and maximum values cf am_iet;t
ozone are given for each llight. Note that for some flights
listed, ambient czoLf data are not _vailable.
_or measurement periods in which both cabin a_d ambient
ozone data at6 available, and i_ which the ambient ozone
level is greater than 0.1 ppmv, the ratio Of cabin tc
ambient ozone is calculated. Ihe. number of these data
points, as well as the mean and standard deviation, a_e
given followi_g %he ambient ozoae data for each flight.
The final column in tabl_ V indicates the co_pressor
bleed/filter status, when available, for aircraft N533PA. A"
"B' in this column for flights after 5/12/77, indicates tha_
kigh-te_erature (15th compressor sfage) bleed was used fc_
cabin air during one or moze measurement periods in the
flight. Because documentation is not available on the use
Of 15th stage bleed prior tO May 12th, these flights are
identified by a '?', although the ca_in/amhien_ ozone ratios
sugvest that high temperature blee_ was used on several
flights. An '_' i_ the final column identifies flights
aftsr a charcoal filter s_ste_ wa_ installed on 8/6/77.
Discussion
Although a comprehensive analysis of the GASP cabin and
ambient ozone data m_st await th_ availability of data
currently in _r_aratlon, a few observations can he made
based on the data included on %apes _L00_O and VL0012.
First, cabin ozone is not likely to he a p_ohl_m unless
the aircraft is flying through high levels of ambient ozone.
These conditions are encountered most frequently at high
altitudes, high latitudes, and in the winter and
spring {ref. 15), since ambient ozone levels increas_ with
altitude akove the _ropopause, and the height oz the
tro_opause decreases with increasiag latitude _nd is lowest
in _he ea;ly spring. Thus It is not £urprising that many of
the reports of passenger and crewmember discomfort _hich
alerted industry and. government to the cabin czone _rcblem
in the winter of 1976-77 came from aircraft which were in
use on high-altitude, long duration flights at nc_therly
latitudes.
_533_. figure I (from Vi0O10, tile 2, flight 67)
shows the GASP cabin and ambient czcne records fct a flight
f_om London {LH£) to New York (JFK) on 5/15/77. Most of
this flight was at FL390 at latitudes from _SN to b0N.
During this time, the _inimum and maximum ambient ozone
levels were .210 and .730 ppmv respectively. Cabin ozone
levels varied £_om .230 ppmw to .560 ppmv, and the local
ratio of cabin %c ambient ozone ranged from 0.65 to values
greater than I.C. (Although the measur_munts c_ cabin and
ambient ozone are simultaneous, the cabin level at any
in_tant would act be expected to correlate exactly _ith _h_
ambient level at th& same instant due to th_ f_circulaticn
and exchange rate of cabin air.)
This figure indicates that at least for zhis flight, on
this aircraft, thor& was an ozone problem in t_rms of the
specifications in reference 19. Table V gives a summary of
the data fol this as well as the other 194 flights cf N533PA
from 4/6-8/12/77 for which cabin ozone measurements az_
availaole. In addition to documenting the results, these
figures indicate the effectlveness of several techniques
implemented to reduce cabin czcne levels.
One method of destroying ozone is to heat the inlet air
to a higher temperature. This was accomplished on N_33PA by
bleeding ai_ fc_ the cabin from the 15tb stage of the engine
compressor instead of the lower temperature 8th compressor
stage normally used. A flight during which 15th stage bleed
was used is shown in figure 2 (from VL0Ol0, file 3, flight
I}. This flight was from New York (JFK) to Tokyo (HND) on
6/]/77. The G&SP recorder was operated continuously during
this flight_ the data shown here are averages over Ii minute
intervals, nigh temperature bleed was used for 6.25 hrs
beginning at 2236 G_T.
Sznce obtaining cabin air frcm high pressur_ ccmpressor
stages imposes a fuel penalty, cthel methods cf ozone
destruction were sought. On 6/6/77 the aircraft air
conditioning system was modified to increase _he
_eci_culaticn of air in the cabin. Although this did cause
a decrease in the ratio of cabin to ambient ozone, it did
not solve the _rcblem, and high temperature bleed continued
to _e used frequently. On 8/6/77, a charcoal filter system
was installed in the inlet air ducts. Data from thG twelve
flights following this installaticn (¥L0010, file 4, flights
85-96) show a marked decrease in the ratio of cabin/ambient
ozone.
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The time history of %he czon_ Zetentio_ on N533PA is
given An figure 3. The plotted values are av_dges _or each
f_iqht, with bleed-off and bleed-on data shown separately.
This chronology is summarized in table VII. The
as-manufactured aircraft, without high temperature bleed in
use showed an average _etentlcn (cabin/ambient) ratic of
.825. With high temperature bleed in use this ratio dropped
to o268_ After the air recircu]atlon system modification
(wlthout 15th stage bleed), the retention ratlo was .552, o_
27 percent Icwe_ than for the unmodified aircra£t. For the
modified configuration with high temperature bleed, _he _ean
retention ratio was .221. Finally, after the installation
of the charcoal filter, th_ _etentlcn ratio was dcwh %o
.056. Two important factors, which can only be evaluated
when additional data become available, ar_ the long term
effectiveness of the filter system, and its effectlveness
during a "hlgh-czone season".
N_/U. _he G_SP cabin and asblent ozone data from
tap_ VL0012 summarized in table VI document the ozone l_vels
encountered by a B-7&7-10G from 3/26-6/15/77. This data set
is not complicated by the use cf high temperature bleed or
air conditioning system modilications as the_e were none.
Figure 4 shows a typical flight record (VL0012, file 2,
flight lq) from this aircrafto For all Nq711U flights for
which both cabin and ambient ozone data are availaEle, the
mea_ ratio of cabin/ambient ozone tas .q65. The 2_0 hours
of cabin ozone data for the 82 flights in table Vl represent
an average of 3°3 hrs/tlight, with the cabin ozone level
greaCer than 0. I ppmv 29 percent of the time.
In terms oZ tke rule pzoFc_ed in _ef. 19 for currently
certified aircraft, we have the following: a} the Froposed
maximu_ level for cabin ozone of .3 ppmv was exceeded on
17 percent of the flights (I_/_2), and b} a segment
time-weighted average of .I ppmv was exceeded en 17 _ercent
of the flights cf more than 3 hr scheduled duration (13/78).
The first of these is obtained directly from the values in
table V_, but the second requires some further explanation.
In table VI there are 2q flights of more than 3 hours
schedule time for which the M_AN is greater than .I ppmv°
_or each of these we assumed a (typical tropospheric) ozone
mixing ratio of .05 ppmv for the time difference between the
scheduled flight time (FLTET) and the data time (TOTAL), and
calculated a time-weighted average, FLTAVE, _or the
scheduled tire as follows:
FLEET
This value exceeded .I ppmv on 13 flights.
For ne_ aircraft, the FrO_csed rule would require that
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the time-weig_ted average ozone level be less than .I ppmv
durlng _ny two hour interval. If the data An table Vl were
for a new aircraft, th_ proposed rule would have been
exceeded on 46 percent of the flights.
CONCLUDinG _M_BKS
Atmospheric constituent data and relate_ flight and
meteorological data obtail, ed du_ing flights o_ GASP-_quipped
a_rcraf£ N533PA and N4711U from January 21 t_rough octooer
4,. IS77, and from Oanuarz 3 through Sc}:tembe= 20_ 1977,
respectiv£1y, a_e new.available. These data may he ¢htained
on GASP tapes VLCOIO and VLC012 teem the N_iobal Cllma%ic
Center, Federal Building, Asheville, NO, 28801. Flight
routes and dates, [nstru_enta%io_, .data processing
_roceduEes, and data tape specifications and fcI)at_ are
discusse_ in ttis re_crt.
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Conference. AWS-TR-242. Air _eather Service, 1971,
pp. 42-5_. (Available from DDC as AD-72q093).
2_
%
ORIG1NAL PA_,_ i_-_
O1,' POOl} (}UA1.ITY
25
TABLE II - G_SP FLIGHTS ON T_PE VLC010
A) FILE 1 ( FANA_-N-SJ3PA )
HGIJ':I_ DATE INTVL (G_T)
1 GP185 J[_k-IIND
2 " [[NI}-I.AX
3 " ][ AX-HND
q " ItHD-JPK
5 " _li:'K-[!_H
6 " _JAli-JFK
7 " ,IFI<-IIND
• 8 " • HND*LkX
9 GP188 J_K-SFO
10 " SI_O-AKL
11 . AKL.-SYD
12 " 5YI)-AKL
13 " _ K1-st'c;
14 " 5F,9, -_KL
15 " AKI.-,SYD
16 " 5 YD- ::.P'O
17 " S_PO- JI"K
18 " JEK-EAI!
19 " I_A_I-JFK
20 " JFK-GIG
21 " GIG-JFK
22 " JFK-HND
23 " HND-JFK
24 " JFK'; J_ND
25 " HND-IAX
26 " LAX-HND
27 GP193 JFK-GIG
28 " GIG-JFK
29 " JFK-IIND
30 " HND-LAX
31 " iAX-HND
32 " HND-JFK
33 GP194 JFK-HND
34 " HND-LaX
35 " IAX-HND
36 " HND-JFK
37 " 4_K-HND
38 " HND-LAX
39 " iAX-HND
40 " HND-JFK
41 " JFK-HND
42 GP209 JFK-_AH
_3 " I_AH-JFK
4_ " JFK-IIND
_5 " HND-IAX
26
1/21/77 1729-6613
1/22/77 0936-1758
1/22/77 2_20-0830
1/23/77 1206,-2327
1/25/77 0009-1054
1/26/77 0732-2C56
1/28/77 I708-0614
" !/29277 0938-.1_12
2/ 2177 2319-040_
2/ J/77 C636-1812
2/ 3/7"I 2008-2254
2/ 4/77 0537-0747
2/ 4/77 09_5-2033
2/ 5/77 0634-1830
2/ 5/77 2041-2251
2/ b/77 0547-1823
2/ 6/77 2045-0050
2/ 7/77 235_-IC47
2/ 9/77 C735-2019
2/11/77 0238-1047
2/12/77 0225-1051
2/12/77 1749-0629
2/14/77 I_01-2307
2/15/77 1742-062_
2/16/77 0949-1725
2/%6/77 2222-0847
2/18/77 0301-1059
2/19/77 0227-1055
2/19/77 1751-0611
2/20/77 0951-1746
2/20/77 2223-0638
2/21/77 1206-2309
2/26/77 173_-0630
2/27/77 C947-175_
2/27/77 2_36-0833
2/2d/77 1158-2302
3/ 1/77 2342-0611
3/ 2/77 _937-1808
3/ 2/77 2_22-0937
3/ 3/37 1206-2326
3/ 4/77 17_I-2309
3/22/77 0001-1121
3/23/77 2121-0925
3/24/77 172_-064_
3/25/77 1016-1831
DATA* Data**
150 0 w
111 0 w F
142 0 W
205 C W
12q O W P
15_ W
235 0 W P
•' 135 0 W _
I_9 W
171
4_ W P
26 W I
141 W £
210
25
11G
5O
202
150
72
80
107
89
121
80
56
68
90
75
77
79
119
52
86
97
q8
71
89
145
36
134 0 W
155 0 W P
155 o W
95 0 W P
TAELE II - _) VLO010, PILE 1 CCNCLUDED
• ELIGHT DE_ARTURE DATA TIME
_OU_= DATE INTVL(G.MT}
46. GP209 LAX-HND 3/25/77 CCCO-O000M
_7 ,, H_D-aFK 3/20/77 1308-235_
4e .; arK-GIG 3/27/77 C335-1136
49 ,, GIG-JFK 3/28/77 C2C1-1051
5C 0r206 J_K-DFW 3/28/77 1bOb-1845
51 - DFW*HNL 3/28/77 2C.2-0,07
52 . [_NL-_PG 3/29/77 0559-1039
53 . _[G-PPT 3/29/77 12i7-I.32
54 " r_-PPG 3/29/77 1906-2122
55 _i _PG-HNL 3/29/77 _324-0339
5t " HNL-DFW.. 3/3.0/77 ¢61_,.120_
57 " DfW-JFK 3/30/77 1406'1_0E
5e " J_K-SFO 3/30/77 2257"-0413
59 " SFO'AKL 3/31/77 C636-1842
60 " _KL-SYD 3/31/77 20ql-2311
61 " SY:D-AKL ./ 1/77 C5,2-0742
62 " AKL-$,FO 4/ 1/77 ¢954-2058
63 G_210 SFO-AKL _/ 2/77 C638-1832
6_ a_ AKL-EYD 4/ 2/73 2038-2303
65 " SYD-SFO _/ 3/77 0601-1821
6_ " _FO-JFK _/ 3/77 21_2-0207
DATA_ Data,*
I,. o W
163 0 w
109 0 w
ICq
52 w ["
_6 w
54 k_
2.6 W
q2 W F
51 W p
66 W
2q w.P
80 w f
184 w P .
28
24
1"32
lq2
30
___0
6586
+ Nuaber of DATA• records
GASP GMT not available for one o_ =ore data points
•_ constituent =easureaents: C - Ozone
" kater..vapor
27
J.,,,'_I,,E II - GAfF FLZG_TS ON TA_ ¥];0010
I_) FZLZ 2 ( PAN_M-N533Pto )
_L ][G|i_: D_PA I_Tt)IIE DAqA TIE_
BOU'I£ DATE IH_VL (GMT)
GI_211 ,,ll_i4-,ll_K ql 6177
2 " Ji; K- Ill, Ill _/ 6/77
t ,I HNI)-LA X 4/ 7/77
,I " IAX-HND LI/ 7/77
5 " HND-JI:_ 4/ _177
" J_ K-(IIG 41 9/77
/ " GIG-JFK /$/10/77
ii " JE'K'IIND 4/If)177
•LI " HND-LAX II/11/77
I -; " EAX'I•IND 4/I 1/77
=I " IIND-JFK /4/12/77
GP212 dFtt-tlllD {4/13/77
, i " HND-IAX 4/I/4/77
' GF221 _X-flND 4/14/77
.' " HND-J_'I_ ll/15177
: " JFK-G[(; _/16/77
, " GI(;-JFK /4117177
:: " _FI(-IIND _/17/77
_(_ " HND- LA)[ _11 _./77
;,;¢ " LAX-HND 4119/77
"_I " HND-,iFK _119/77
2_' G_217 JFK_IIND 4120/77
23 l, I_ND- IJ.X q12 1/77
,_i G_22_I :LAX-lIND q/21/77
i:Ji " HN TI-JFK q122177
::6 . JFK-GIG 4/23/77
27 " GIG-JFK q124/77
.71:1 l, JFK-HND 4/24/77
.) " HND-JFK 4/25/77
_O " JFI(-HND _12_/77
t I " HND-LAX _/27/77
32 " LAX-HND _127/77
.13 " [dND-JFK 4/28/77
_4 GP225 JFK-HND 4/29/77
_Jb " lIND-LAX 4/30/77
3.6 " LAX-HND 4/30/77
_7 " flND-JFK 5/ 1/77
._% " ,JFK-]_YW 5/ 2/77
_9 " DFW-tINL 5/ 2/77
"iO " H_L-£PG 5/ 3/77
_.i " PPG-_PT 5/ 3/77
q.>; " FET-_PG 5/ 3/77
It_ " PPG-HNL 5/ 3/_7
6_ e H_/-DFW 5/ _/77
_5 " DFW-JFK .=/ _/77
DATA+ Data'.
1323-1517 80 _ Z
1801-06_£ 152 P Z
C9_9-182_ 101 £ Z
2222-0_22 11l P Z
1204-212_ 132 _ Z
C227-IC_7 98 P Z
G1_7-1017 100 P Z
.17_-0_2E 177 : : P Z •
09_0-1800 98 _ Z
2219-08_ 113 P Z
1210-233% Iq7 , _ Z
172_-060_ 148 P Z
0959-1830 97 P Z
221_-0859 126 P Z
_207-2342 135 _ Z
¢25_-I_55 98 P Z
C201-I035 103 P Z
173q-Oh53 17q P Z
1611-0038 95 _ Z
6328-I&3C lq_ P Z
1630-0332 1_6 P Z
1800-0651 153 P Z
1029-1851 95 P Z
2221-083£ 122 P Z
1213-2338 136 P Z
0253-1058 9_ P Z
0221-110_ 116 £ Z
1635-0525 152 P Z
1013-21_3 135 _ Z
1655-05_3 19_ 0 P'Z
C821-1706 130 0 P Z
2021-0641 117 0 P Z
1035-2136 130 0 £ Z
1629-0525 183 0 P Z
C830-1651 143 0 _ Z
2017-CE02 11_ 0 P Z
C950-2118 132 0 P Z
1509-1737 _6 0 P Z
"1938-023q 96 0 P Z
C502-0932 53 0 P Z
1105-1322 _ 0 P Z
181,8-20_3 29 O P Z
2224-02_9 52 0 _ Z
0526-11_3 89 0 P Z
1333-15_3 25 0 P Z
, . .: ... :
TAI_LB II - _) VLO0iO, FII._; 2 CC_%IWU_..,.
ORIGINAL PAG_ 15
OF POOR QUA.L'T _.'
4o
47
_9
5O
51
52
53
54
55
5_.
57
5_
59
6O
62
63
6_
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
8O
81
82
83
B4
85
86
B7
86
89
9O
FiIGli_ D6PARIUI_ I_ £AIA TIME
._CU_ E DATE INTVI. (G._T)
GE226 JFK-_FO 5/ q/77 2232-C327
" SFu-AKL b/ 5/77 C549-175e
" _RI-SYD 5/ 5/77 2008-22w3
" SYD-AKL 5/ 6/77 C507-0797
" _KL-SFO 5/ _/77 C9i7-2017
" SFO-JFK 5/ 6/77 15_9-0033
" JFK-_FW 5/ 9/77 1745-201G
" D}W-HNL 5/ 9/77 223_-0C93
" IlNL-_PG 5/I_/7_ C_07-I_54
" P_G-PP_ 5/IC17q _4)5-16_C
" _ ££Tu[PG 5/19/77 18_2-2113
" PPG-Ii:{L 5/IC/77 22W3-C259
" HN/-DFW 5/11/77 05#8-11q3
" EFW-JFK 5/11/77 1319-1533
" JFK-/HY 5/13/77 2340-0505
" LH_-A_3 5/lq/77 C658-C707
" _MS-IIIB 5/14/77 qC0_-I019
" LHP-JFK 5/I_/77 1255-19_0
" JFK-IH_ 5/15/77 0013-05qI
" LHE-Aq5 5/15/77 C718-C728
" A_S-IHB 5/15/77 C950-1¢00
" LHB-JFK 5/15/77 1226-1831
GP233 J_K-£FW 5/16/77 1519-1729
" DFW-HNL 5/16/77 193_-0250
" HNL-£PG 5/17/77 C506-_9q6
'* P_G-PPT 5/17/77 11_7-1312
** _T-_PG 5/17/77 1826-2_
" PPG-HNL 5/17/77 2308-0303
" HNL-DFW 5/18/77 C65b-12ql
" £_W-JFK 5/I_177 I_32-16_7
" JFK-SFO 5/Id/77 _254-0330
5FO-AKL 5/19/77 C601-17_8
. ARZ-S£D 5/19/77 19_2-2257
" 5YD-&KL b/20/77 C505-0705
" AKL-SFO 5/20/77 C927-195_
" SFO-AKL 5/21/77 0711-1901
" _KL-SYD 5121/77 2126-2356
" 5YD-SFO 5/22/77 0555-1811
" SFO-JFK 5/22/77 2056-0047
" JF,K-_AH 5/23/7_ 2314-10_8
" RAH-JFK 5/25/77 2129-09_8
" _OS-DTW 5/26/?_ 1919-20_
" DTW-LH_ 5/26/77 2215-0656
" LBR-DTW 5/27/77 1C18-1950
" DTW-_OS 5/27/77 2_21-2251
DATA_ Data**
'77 0 P Z
163 C E Z
3_ C P Z
22 C r Z
I_.9 C f Z
%7 C _: Z
27 O _ Z
I_4 .C E Z
._3 0C F Z
: 2t. C FZ
31 u r: Z
_9 0 _Z
9£ 0 P Z
ql C _; Z
65 0 C P Z
3 O _ Z
0 P Z
75 OC _Z
63 0 P Z
3 0 i_ Z
3 0 P Z
73 C C F Z
11 O P Z
46 o _ Z
16 U P Z
6
12 0 P Z
17 0 F Z
2q 0 P Z
9 0 r Z
23 0 P Z
64 C I_ Z
12 0 P Z
lq O
58 0 P Z
68 C C EZ
t5 0 _ Z
60 OCPZ
25 OC P Z
79 OC I- Z
83 OC PZ
3
38 OCEZ
39 OC [_ Z
5 p
29
,?
TABLe II - _) VLqO-IO, FZL_ 2 CC_CLOD_D
FLIGUT D_PAnTUR_ DATA TIME
ROU_ DATE I_VL (C,HT)
91 GP233 _GS'i_
92 " £_R-_OS
93 " BOS-DTW
95 " BOS-LHR
96 " iHB-£OS
97 " JFK-LHR
98 " PRU-ZHR
99 " LHR-JFK
DA_A* Data,*
5/28/77 0101-0531 17 O, £ Z
5/28/77 1055-1555 32 0 C P Z
5/28/77 1_6-1.g42 6 0 £ Z
5/28/77 2_07-2251 5 0 F Z
5/29/77 0052-0_03 21 C _ Z
5/29/77 I008-15q5 38 0 C _ Z
b/30/77 1_31-2001 29 P Z
5/31/77- 0?50°0800 3 0 P Z
5/31/77 1036-162_ _._ C C _ Z
: : " " 7355
* _umber cf D_TA zecords
** Constituent =easurements_ 0 - Ozone
C -'carbon monoxide
- Ea_ticles and/o_ clouds
Z - Cabin ozone ....................................................................................
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TAEL_ II _ GASF FLIGHTS ON TAP£ VLC010
C) FIL_ 3 ( P_NAM_533PA )
ORIGINAL PAGI_ lS
OF POOR QUAI,ITY
FLIG,T D_FAR_U_E
FCUTE DATk
I GP235 JFK-H_D 6/ %/77
2 " HND-JFK 6/ 2/77
£A_A _I_E
INTVL(GMT)
1633-G502
I00i-2294
DA_+ Data,_
2109 0 C P Z
3633
÷ Numbe_ c£ D_TA.records
** Col,stitue_t m_asu_ments: 0 - ozone
.C -..carbon monoxide . .
F- Particles and/or Clouds :
Z - cakin ozone
31
TABLEZ1 - GASP FLIGHTS ON TA_ VLC,010
_LIGi}T DEP_ F.TURE _ATA TIME
RO0_ hATE Z_.VL (GM_)
DAT_* Dat_*
I G[252 OFK'HND 6/ 3/77
2 " HND-LAX ¢/ 4/77
3 " LAX-SEA 6/ _/77
" S_-SFO b  9/77
5 " SFO-LH_ 6/10/77
" IHP-ZZA £/19/77
7 " S_A'IHR 6/11/77
6 " iHR-SFO 6/11/77
8 " SfO-LHR 6/12/77
t0 " LH_-SEA 6/12/77
11 " SEA-LHR 6/13/77
12 '_ iII_-SFO b/13777
13 " SFO-LHR 6/I_/77
1_ "" LHR-SFO 6/I_/77
15 " SFO-LHR 6/15/77
16 " i_-SFO 6/1"5/77
17 GPS_3 S?O-LHP 6/17/77
1"8 " iHR-SEA 6/17/_7
19 " S£A--L.HR 6/Ib/77
2C " L_'_PO 6/18/77
21 " S_O-LHR 6/19/77
22 " LHR-SEA 6/19/79
23 " SEA-LHR 6/20/77
2& " IH_-SFO 6/20/77
25 " SFO-LHR 6/21/77
26 " LHR-SEA 6/21777
27 " SEA-LH8 6/22/77
28 " /H_-SFO 6/12/77
29 " SFO-LHR 6/24/77
30 " IH_-SEA 6/2_/77
31" " SEA-LHR b/25/77
32 " IH_'STO 6/25/77
33 " S_G-LHR 6/26/7?
3_ " LHR-SEA 5/20/77
35 " S_-LHR 6/27/77
3"5 " LHR-S_O 6/27/77
37 " SFO-L_R 6/28277
38 " iHR'SEA 6/28/77
39 " S_A-LHR 6/29/77
_0 " /HR-SFO 6/29/77
ql " SFO-AKL 6/30/77
q2 " AKL-SYD 6/30/77
_3 " SYD-AKL 7/ 1/77
_ " A_i-S_O 7/ 1/77
_5 G£250 SFO-AKL 7/ 2/77
162¢-0533 189 C C _ Z
6815-1715 85 0 C P Z
195o-_131 39 0 £
G8_-2031 29 0 P Z
C12_-1013 11"1 0 C _ Z
1_0_-_232 96 o C P Z
0129-092_ 8_ 0 C P Z
13_.5-23_7 107 .,0 C P Z
0151-10_3 105 0 C _ Z
1.351_2212 9_ 0 C P Z
Ct22-O9q3 T23 0 C _ Z
1305-22_0 112 0 C P Z
0128-1C26 10_ 0 C
1350-2320 1C9 0 C Z
0138-1037 112 0 C Z
1353-232_ _11 0 C Z
C225-1132 121 0 C _ Z
1_-12-2237 101" 0 C P
C%36-09_1 97 o C L Z
12_7-2217 113 0 C _ Z
C13_=10q8 99 0 C _ Z
COOO-OCOCM 80 0 C P Z
0200-09q5 106 0 C t
1250-.22_0 112 0 C P Z
0136-I059 132 O C _ Z
1335-2200 97 0 C P Z
C12_,-092_ 101 O C £ Z
1235-2203 113 0 C P Z"
C1_3-1053 106 Z
1339-2206 1"12 Z
C1_0-0905 93 0 C P Z
1315-2250 107 0 C P Z
C1_2-1026 98 _ Z
133_-2200 103 _ Z
0125-0916 1"0_ P Z
130_-22_& 115 P Z
01q6-1C51 100 P Z
1329-215_ 99 P Z
0122-0907 90 P Z
12_b-2211 117 P Z
0551-4751 138 _ Z
2028-2259 51 P Z
C501_0656 22 P Z
G929-20_ 136 P Z
G601-1731 lq7 P Z
TABLE II - D) V-LO010, FiL£ _ CC_TINUED ....
PLIGHT DhPA_UBE _A_A _INE
BOUTE DATE INTVL(GMT)
46 GE250 AKL-SYD
_7 . S_D-SFO
_ . S_O-JFK
q9 -" JFK-HND
50 ,i HND-IAX
51 " LAX-HND
52 . HND-dFK
53 . OFK-CPH
5_. il CPH-OFK
55 " JFK-HND
56 " HND-_AX
57 " LAX-HND
58 " HND-dFK
59 it J_K-CPH
60 " CPH_JFK
61 " JFK-BA_
62 " _AH-JFK
63 " " JFK-HND
6_ "" 8ND-JFK
65 "" JEK_CPH
66 " CPK'JFK
67 " JPK-HND
65 "" HND-L_X
69 '_ L&X'HND
70 " HND-JFK
71 GP261 JEK-XND
7/ 2/77 1951-2211
7/ 3/77 C529-i_3_
7/ 3/77 2217-022&
7/ _/77 I_25-0q_3
7/ 5/?7 C811-1706
7/ 5/7q 2G24-0635
7/ 6/77 C9_9-213_
7/ 7/77 C322-09_F
7/ 7/77 11_8-183_
7/ 8177 :" 1_36-0/436
7/ 9/77 08_5-17_3
7/ 9/77 2C27-062e
7/10/77 09_3-2121
7/11777 0227-0857
_/11/77 1"12_-T912
7_1"1/77 225_-1012
7/1_/7q 2123-0943
7/14/77 2035-0P5_
7/15/77 1121-'223Z
7/16/77 _213-0833
7/16/77 1110-1810
7117/7_ 16_0-0505
7/18/77 0711-15_
7/18177 2022-0627
7/19/77 08_-201_
7/28/77 1635-0_50
7/29/77 0835-17_0
7/29/77 2129-070_
7/30/77 I003-2205
7/31/77 0C00-0_37_
8/ 1/77 0811-173_
8/ 1/77 2022-0609
8/ 2/7_ 0957-21_0
8/ 3/77 1639-051_
8/ _/77 C81_-0000M
8/ _/77 0000-0556_
8/ 5/$7 0000-0000_
8/ 6/77 0000-0_58_
8/ 6/77 1102-1912
8/ 7/77 16_8-2203
8/ 8/77 0000-0850
8/ 8/77 1118-2256
8/ 9/_7 0 216-0813
8/ 9/77 1113-1903
8/10/77 0159-C83_
ORIGINAl, PA'.)_ ,:
OF POOR QUAL[TV
DATA+ Da%am*
27 _ Z
152 £ Z
63 E Z
155 _ Z
103 9 Z
1"19 P Z
1_8 P Z
76 _ Z
78 _ Z
137 C C: £ Z : '
117 oc P Z
118 CC £ Z
1_6 OC P Z
73 oc PZ
92. oc P Z
127 OC _Z
1/49 OC E Z
1_5 OC FZ
132 OC _ Z
72 OC I_ Z
81 OC P Z
I_ OC PZ
92 OC PZ
116 0 C P Z
126 OCP Z
138 OC _ Z
102 0 C Z
108 0 C Z
1_9 0 C Z
229 0 C Z.
1"07 0 C Z
116 0 C Z
15_ 0 C" Z
15_ 0 C Z
86 0 C Z
113 0 C Z
lS_ 0 C Z
83 0 C Z
82 0 C Z
59 0 C Z
97 0 C Z
288 0 C Z
9¢ 0 C Z
93 C C Z
76 O C Z
91 GF261C£H-JFK 8/10/77 GCOC_OOOOM 69 0 C Z
92 "" JSK-SFO. 8/11/77 O00O-¢O00M 61" 0 C Z
_3 " S_,O-AKL 8/11/_7 OCCC_O00C_ 133 0 ¢ Z
9_ " AKL-SYD 8/11/77 C000-223(M 29 0 C Z
_5 " SYD-AKL 8/12/79 053%-07_o 20 O C Z
_6 " AKL-S_O 8/12/77 090C-2C13 _!_! 0 C Z
..... 106q3
÷ _um._r Ot DAZA E_CCEd_
H GASEGMT nor av_ilah!e £o_ one or more datapcints
•_ Constituent _asure_ents: 0 - ozone
c -'Carbon monoxide
f - ParTicles and or clouds
Z - cabin ozone
3_
_ABL_11 - GAS£ FLIG_5 ON TAF_ VLO010
FLIGHT DbPAPTUR_ EAZA TIME
aOUIE DATE IN_YL(GMT)
I" GE269. SFO-AKL 8/13/77
2 " AKL-SYD 8/I]/77
" SYD-SFO 8/I_/77
" SFO-JFK 8/Iq/77
5 " J_K-HND 8/i6/77
6 " HND-IAX 8/17/77
7 " L._X-HND 6/17/77
8 " HND-JFK 6/16/77
9 ." J_K-HND • .:5/19/77...=
10 " HND-_AX 8/20/77
11. " LAX_HND 6/20177
1"2 " HND-JFK 8/2 1/77
13 " JFK-CPH 8/22/77
1_ " C_H-JFK 8/22/77
15 " JFK-_AH 8/2 J/77
16 i_ _AH-JFK 8/2q/77
17 " J-FK-HHD 8/25/77
18 " HND'IAX 8/26/77
19 " LAX-HND 8/26/77
2E " HND-OFK 8/2_/77
21 " OFK-_ND 8/28/77
22 " BND-IAX 8/29/77
23 # LKX_HND 8/29/77
2_ " HRD-JFK 8/30/77
25 GP291JEK-HND 8/31/77
26 " HND-LAX 9/ 1/77"
27 " LAX-END 9/ 1/77
2"8 " BHD'JFK 9/ 2/77
29 " JFK_CPI! 9/ 3/77
3C " CPH-_FK 9/ 3/77
31 " JFK'CPH 9/ _/77
32 " CF.-JFK 9/ 4/77
33 " JFK-HND 9/ 6/77
3_ " H_D-LAZ 9/ 7y77
35 " LAX-HND 9/ 7/77
3b " HND-JFK 9/ 8/77
37 " JFK-CPH 9/ 9/77
38 " CPH-JFK 9/ 9/77
39 " JFK-HND 9/IC/77
40 " H_D-LAX 9/11/77
_1, " LAX-XND 9/11/77
_2 " HND-JFK- 9/12/77
_3 GF272 JFK-HND 9/1"3/77
_ " HND-LAX 9/I_/77
_5 GP279 LAK-B_D 9/I_/77
0715-1915
2i25-23q5
0615-1819
21C2-0052
1733-0622
C923-1821
2130-072_
1102-2211
1730-0635
C939-1817
2133-0707
0956-2126
_126-0726
122_-1929
C007-I057
220_-1132
1728-055_
0822-16_7
2135-0805
1"105-2230
16q1-0516
0819-1657
20_0-065_
0953-2118
16q6-0501
0820-1700
2030-065C
1_21-2139
C327-0932
11_3-190_
0203-_0810
1110-181_
16_9-05_
0813-1713
2G22-O61E
0955-2300
03.1_-091_
1159-1919
16_0-0510
_821-1751
202_-0555
C9_-2020
1631-0537
0809-1710
2C18-0555
U{c,IGINAL PAGE IS
OP POOR _IUALITY
DATA* Data=*
135 0 C
31 0 C
139 0 C
_3 0 C
1_7 C C £
1C8 0 C P
11k 0 C
123 0 C P
150 .0 C_
12_ 0 C P
107 C C
158 0 C F
65 0 C
77 0 C
120 0 C
1_7 0 ¢
1_3 0 C
88 OC P
117 OC _
11_ OC P
1%1 OC
93 OCP
121- 0 C P
116 0 C P
156 G C 2
10_ 0 C P
121 0 C'_
133 0 C P
72 0 C P
8_ 0 C P
7_ 0 C
80 0 C P
168 0 C
103 0 C P
11q 0 C
163 0 C P
116 0 C
85 0 C
1_ 0 C
lC8 0 C P
111 0 C P
123 0 C P
15_ 0
101 0 P
108 0
35
%
..... -.... _ - w --- ---jF
TABLE II - E) VLOCIO#-_ZL_ 5 CCNCLUD_D
FLIGHT DEPARTUR_ DATA TIM_
_OU_E DATE IM_VL(G_T}
46 GF279 H_D-JFK
_7 "" JFK-HND
q8 "" BND-LkX
49 GF2bl JFK-HND
50 " H_D-LAX
51 GP28_ JFK'HND
52 " HND-LAX
53 " LAX-HND
5_ " HND-JFK
55 " _GS-_HR
56 " LHR-_OS
57 " ECS-iHR
5e ,, LHR-BOS
59 " _CS-DTW
60 " DTW-_O5
6 1 " BCS-IHR
62 " " LHR-JFK
6 3 " JFK-SFO
6_ " SFO-AKL
65 " AKLrSYD
66 " SYD-AKL
67 " AK_-SFO
68 " SFO-AKL
69" " AKL-SYD
70 ,t SYD-SFO
71 " SPC-JF_
72 " JPK_ND
73 " H_D-IAX
9115277
9116177
911.7/77
9120177
9121/7_
9123/77
9/24/77
9/24/77
9/25/77
9126177
9/26/77:
9/27/77
9/27/77
9/27/77
9/27/77
9/28/77
9/28/77"
9/28/77
_/29/77
9/29/77
9/3C/77
9/30/77
10/ 1/77
I0/ 1/77
10/ 2/77
1"0/ 2/77
I"0/ 3/77
iOl 4177
DATAa Data,*
C942-203_ 123 0 r
1637-0555 168 0 _.
1606-i636 7 0
1635-0553 24_ _
C923-170e 86 0 P
1b36-O5_t 152 0
C807-1647 103 C
2035-07 C_ 1,38 0 .....P
1013-223_ lql 0
0451-1C01 51 0 P
1_25-2037 82 0 P
C157-0707 _9 O. P
1118-1753 76 0
1958-2C59 18C 0
2238-2325 23. 0
0239-073_ 50 0
1121-1813 87 0 £
22q3-C353 55 0 P
C701-1851 133 0
2126-0001 22 0 P
_610-0_09 35 0
1022-2147 117 0 P
06_3-1818 118 0
20_1-2306 28 0 P
0502-1740 153 0
2026-0011 2_ 0 P
16_a-0522 lq7 0
o8o8-16ss _!_ o
7875
+ Numbe= o£ _TA records
** Constituen_ measurements: C - ozone
C - CaEbon monoxide
- Particles and/o_ clouds
36
TABLE IIZ - GA5P FLTGnT5 ON
A} _ILE I ('OAL-_4711U )
_A_E V_0012
ORIGINAL I_A'_E[_
OF POOR QUAL[I'Y.
Y
FLIGHT DEPAF_URE DATA TZM_
ROUTE _AT _ INTVL (GMT)
1 G1:182 SFO-HNL 1/ 3/77 1919-233d
2 '" Ht;L-SFO 1/ _/77 0 %53-05S2
3 " S_C-JTK 1/ _/77 225 1-0241
4 " J FK-SFO I/ _/77 1533-2027
5 " CLE-OR'D 1/21/77 Iq27- Iq52
6 " OBD-SFO 1/22/73 2210-0130
7 " GBD-LAX I/2_/77 005"9-0_09
8 " i._X-.HNL I/2_/77 i835-2317
9 " . .IIbL-SFO. 1/25/77 _122-0518
10 G_187 5FO-JFK 1/25/77 2216-0202
11 " J]_K-SFO 1/26/77 1530-2016
12 " SFO_HNL 1/26/77 2248-0316
13 " HI_I'SFO 1/27/77 102.0-1348
I_ " SFO-HNL i/27/77 1740-2222
15 '_ H_L-LAX 1/28/77 0036-0359
16 " LA'X-HNL 1/2_/77 1810-2303
17 " 8NL-SFO I"/30/77 (i056-0433
18 ** S_O-JFK 1/30/77 2310-025_
19 "" a'._K-SFO 1/31/77 152o-;.018
20 " 5FO-HNL 1/31/77 2238-0256
21 " HhZ-_SFO 2/ 1/"/7 10_5- 1/4.21
22 " SFO-HNL 2/ 1/77 1738-2153
23 " S FC-L._X 2/ 9/77 1951-2006
2/4. " LAX-JFK 2/ 9/77 2333-0339
25 " LAX-HNL 2/1"I/77 • 0102-.0542
26 " HNI-LAX 2/I 1/77 1930-2335
27" " ZAX-DE_ 2/13/77 0210-03a0
28 "" D_.N-LAX. 2/13/77 1753-1908
29 " LAX-HNI 2/13/77 2139-C.209
30 "" HN.L-SFO 2/Iq_/77 1957-.23_,2
31 G1_191 SfC-SFO 3/ 4/77 0u,1_/-0_55
32 G_C198 SfO-JFK 3/ u,/77 2229-0224
33 " " J_K-SFC 3/ 5/77 1550-2032
34 " SFO-HNL 3/ 5/77 2259-02_$
35 '* HbL-ORD 3/ 0/77 0635--1330
36 " CL]:-ORD 3/I 1/7T 14 17- I_31
3"7 " CB_-HNL 3/11/77 1714-0101
3_ GEl 97. S fO-JFK 3/19/77 2208"0150
39 " JfK-SFO 3/20/77 1529-201_
_O " SFO-HNI_ 3/20/77 23_4-03_7
t41" '* HN].-SFO 3/'21/77 1956-2356
_2 G2202 $FO-_NL 3/22/77 03_7-0755
_3 " HNI.-SFO 3/22/77 2212-2357
_ " SFO-JFK 3/23/77 2218-0213
_5 - _lf _-SFO 3/2_/79 1529-2041
DATA+ • Da_a**
51 0 F
93 C
/,13 0
71 C
6
u,1
38
69
• ,P..5 :
38
3_
39
_6
2_
38
2e
30
39
29
2O
4C
3
32
101
_7
19
16
5;.
6C
30
37
3q
23
50
3
7LI
43 0
58 0
49 C
q7 C
43 0
22 0
47 C
9q 0
37
TABLE III - A) VLCC,12, FILE I CONCLUDED
fLIGIIT D_:PA_TURE EATA _£NE
I_CU_E DAT £ INTVL (GST)
_6 G[202 5FO-HNL 3/2_/77 2243-0237
k7 "" HNL-LAX 3/25/77 0936-1351..
48 " £AX-OED 3/25/77 161_-1851
49 " ORD-SFO 3/25/77 2211-0126
DATA* Data**
5% 0
i62 C
31 0
o
_umbet of D_TA records
** Constl_u_nt measurPment_: C - Ozone
P - _ilter data
• 38
TABIE ZI.Z - GASP FL;r.Oh'T5 CN Tk_E _LC012
B) FIE?. 2 ( UAL-N/4711U )
UllIGINAL PAGI5 I___
OF POOR QUALHT
FLIGHT D_PA_TU_E _ATA TIME
hOUSE DATE INTVL (GMT)
1 GE203 SFC-ORD
2 " CPD-LAX
3. " LAX-J_'_
4 " ..dFK'L_X
5 G_ 20/4- LAX-SEA
7 " O_D-LAX
8 " UAX-JFK
9 GP235 JFK-LAX
10 " L_.X-SEA
3126/77
312"_177
3/27/77
3/28177
3129/77
3129/77
3/29/77
313C/77
3/31/77
/4/ 1/77
4/ 1/77.
/4/ 1/77
_/ 2/77
u./ 3/77
_/ /.I/77
_./ _/77
_/ 5/77
_/ 6"/77
_/ 7/77
_/ 7/77
¢/ e177
_/ _/77
_/ 9177
i+/ 9/7-)
_/10/77
t_/10/'7"7
_/11/_7
/4/11/77.
_/11/77.
_/12/77
/4/12/77
_/13/77.
k/1,_/77"
_/1._/77
_/15/77
_/15/77
/4/ 15/7 7
_/16/77
/41161";7
_/17/77
_/19/77
/4/20/77
/4/2C/77
/4/21/77
t_/22/77
18_,6-2130
005_-0_09
2031-002a
172_- 22{;6
0157-0338
16Z5-1912
2232-01/41
2036-0009
1736-22_7
0156-0334.
1626-1.901
2205.'-0130
2030".0026
1'735-2.231
C047-0509
1957-23_7
2005-2355
1841-2t3/4
010_-0/.I04
i038-0033
1722.-2157"
02_,1-0329
1615-1_59
220/4-0109
0/40_-084/4
1956-2348
C201-0621
085q-12_/4
18_ 1-21-33
0056-0/403
2036-00_6
1730-'2200
0051-0507
1959-000_
Or401-0802
1021-1413
18/40-21/45
0113-0/408
1808-2238
010;_-0_5_.
17/45--2210
0006-0351.
2031-00ql
1733-.2158
00_q-0518
DATA* Data**
5C C Z
71 C Z
61 CZ
58 Z
22 Z
5-; C Z
39 Z
/452. 0 C Z
92 CCZ:
3.5 0 Z
32 CCZ
_I o Z
64 c Z
$_ ocz
51. OCZ
3_ ocz
/45 CCZ
3._ oc Z
35 oCZ
47. ocz
50 ccZ
1E 0 Z
49 CC Z
35 OC Z
51 ccZ
/41 0 z
_2 ocz
43 0 Z"
5C o z
38 o Z"
/49 c z
53 o z
51 0 z
_ 0 z
_6 o Z F
/46 o Z
36 o Z
6E 0 Z
53 0 Z
41 o Z"
53 O Z
/46 o Z
_8 0 Z
_9 0 Z ¥
70 0 z"
39
TABCE III- _) YLCC12, FILE 2 CC_.TINUED ....
tO
FLIG!IT DF_P_FTIJF _ _ATA TLM£
_OU_ _AT & I NTVL (GMT)
&fi G£220 HkL-LAS U/22/77 C933-1_03
47 " L_S-LAX q/22/77 lb16-16Z6
48 "" LAX-J'K _/22/77 2030-0040
49 " J_K-LAX* _/23/77 1727-2152
50 " LAX-IINL t_/2_/77 C0_2-0522
51 " iI_L-LAX _/2_/77 0_39oi329
52 " LAX-O_: C q/2_/77 15_0-1830
_._ ' " LA X-tI?;L _/25/77 1702-2157
55 " tthi-SFC 1./2b/77" 000_-0339
56 Gf223 SFO-IiNL _/26/77 163_-210_
57 " _I;L-L_£ _/2t./77 2259-02q9
58 " LAX-HNL _/27/77 1706-215i
59 " H._L-SF¢ "/27/77 2357-0336
60 " SFO-o_ r. _/2b/77 17141-2031
61 " CBt-S_.A _4/29/77 0002-0312
t2 " SEA-O_,D _/2_/77 1517-1752
b3 " CF[_-SFO _/29/';7 2131-3051
6_ i, Sl;C-gFK q/30/77 2119-012_ ,
_6 " SFC-H._ L 5/ 1/77 2139-01_
£7 " H_[-Sf C 5/ 2/77 t959-0019
_'J GF228 SFC-O_[J 5/ 3/77 17_6-2031
_9 " CI',E-S EA 5/ /4/77 000C-0256
70 " OBD-LAX 5/ _277 2116-0027
71 ,r LAX-J_K 5/ 5/77 1933-23_5
72 " JFK-LAK 5/ 6/77 1632_21 |7
73 " 12,X-It ._/ 5/ 6/77 23_.7-0_ 19
7_ " HNL-LA X 5/ 7/77 1.92.7-233]
75 '_ /AX-DZN 5/ 8/77 0 I"_7-025_1
76 " D£._-L_ X 5/ 6/77 1758-1758
77 " LA X-H,_L 5/ _/77 20_7-01 IT
78 " IlNL-SFO 5/ 9/77 t958-23_3
79 " SFC-J_K 5/tl/77 2113-0119
80 " JFK-SFO 5/12/77 I_3_-1853,
81 " SFC-HNL 5/1"2./77 _132-0151
82 _ HNL-LAX _/13/77 2.118-'2333
83 _' _.AX-D_N 5/I_4/77 0 I_7-_03.12
eu, " D_-LA X 5/1"14/77 1713-1813
85 " iAX.-i_Ni 5/I_/77 _031-0100
86 " H_L-O._D 5/15/77 C337-1037
87 " " 0_-¥¥Z 5/15/77 125_- 1"32_
88 " YYZ-O_D 5/15/77 1615--161;5
_ " CBD-iiNL 5/15/77 1920-0305
90 ;'" HNL-u_.D ......5L16/77 0532-1233
5_
_8
3_
51
_3
17
58
_C
55
_q
53
37
32
3e
_7
5_
_Z
5C
26
2_
72
32
25
_q
19
lC
5
28
17
32
27
17
1"3
6S
81"
7
7
81"
Data_*
•c Z
o
o
o
0
O
C
0
c
o
o
o
o
o
c
o
C
o
c
o
c
o
c
0
c
Z"
z
z
Z
Z
z
Z
z
z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
z
Z
Z
Z
z
Z
Z
z
VLO0121 FIL_ 2 CCNCLqDF..D
;IF'POOR QUAIZ !,"_,
FLIGHt 'JP.PAFTUSE E_T_. TZM;C
_OU'IZ D,_.TZ I t:'ZVL U_;M'_.)
91 G_2,_8 ti kI_-SFO
92 GF232 S FC-J.FK
_3 " ,.IFK-SFO
94 " SFC-HNL
85 " HNL-SFO
96 C,12_5 JFK-LAX
97 " Lt_X-HNL
98 " LAX'O_D
99 " ORD-SEA
i00 " SEA'ORD
.... 101 "" OPD_'HNL
1"02 " H_'L'SFO
DkTA_ LaCa_*
5/I_/77 2030-2_b5 39
5/19/77" 2137-0201 I_
5/20/77 1"435-19C0 4_
5/31/77 0502-0912 4_ 0 C Z
5/31/77 1"_57-2355 il
6/10/77 1631-21C0 4S O C Z
_/10/77 2J26-O3q_ 31 c C Z
6/11/77 1751-203_ 31 0 C Z
6/12/_7 Ol15-0330 19 0 C
6/12/77 152b-1_01 12 o Z
. 6_/12/7_ 2151-0739. : . 27 Z =
6/13/77 E130-2354 _._ C C Z
4_6_
* Nu_er of DATA zecozds
,* Constituent measurese_ts: C - ozone
F - Filte_ ,lata
C - Carbon monoxide
Z - Cabin ozo_ ............................................................................................................
TABLE ZII - GASF FLIGHTS ON ZAPE VLCC12
C) FILE 3 ( OA_-Nq711U )
FLIGdT DEPA_UFE £ATA TIMZ
60U_E KATE INTVL(GHT)
1 GF239 SFO-HNL
2 " H_L-SFO
3 " $FC-_iNL
" HNL-LAX
5 a "LAX-JFK
6 " O_K-O_D
7 G_253 LAX-HNL
: " " 8 " BNL-ORD
9 '| HNL-LAX
10 " LAX'JFK
11 _ JFK-LAX
12 " L_X'IiNL
1_ " H_I-SFO
14 " SFO-OKD
15 " C_C-JFK
16 '+ JFK'SFO
17 " SFC-HNL
18 " HNL-ORD
_9 " CR_-HNL
20 ," HNLeSFO
21 G_251 SFC-HNE
22 " HNL-SFO
_3 " SFC-HNL
2_ " O_D-HNL
25 " H_L'ORD
26 " ORD'HNL
27 " H_L_OED
28 " OED-JFK
29 " JFK-LAX
30 '+ LAX-HNL
31 " HN/'LAX
32 " LAX'ORD
33 " O_D-SEA
3_ " SEA-O_D
3"5 "" O_B-LA_
3-6 "" LAX-HNL
37 " HNL-LAX
38 " LAX-HNL
39 "" 8_I'SFO
_0 " SFO-ORD
_I " CFD-JFK
42 " J_K'SFO
43 " SFC-H_L
4q " HN/-LAX
45 " LA'X'ITO
6/1qt77 032_-0928
6/14/77 1222_13_2
0/1_/77 16_9-2052
6/I_/77 23_1-0306
_J15/77 1957-2331
6/16/77 C237-0237
6/20/77, 2036-00_4
6/21/77 0351-1102
6/22/77 00_0-G505
6/22/77 1932-2333
6/23/77 02_6-0726
6/23/77 1808-2238
6/24/77 0i01-0516
_/2q/77 1751-20q6
6/2_/77 2332-0018
6/25/77 1505-1935
6/25/77 2130-0130
6/26/77 0513-1233
£/26/77 1611-2320
6/27/77 1956-0011
6/28/77 0319-0709
6/2_/77 0923_1328
6/28/77 1632-2032
6/29/77 _853-0233
6/30/77 051q-1210
6/3C/77 1721-011_
7/ 1/77 0326-1011
7/ 1/77 1"237-1337
7/ 1/77 1633-2103
7/ 1/77 2335-0_I0
7/ 2/77 08,5£-1301
7/ 2/77 1753-2038
7/ 3/77 0027-03_2
7/ 3/77 1522-1757
7/ 3/77 21"21-0023
7/ _/77 0259-0729
7/ _/77 I030- I_5
7/ _/77 1759-222q
7/ 5/77 0058-0_50
7/ 5/77 1735-2020
7/ 5/77 224_-2331
7/ 6/77 Iq37-1917
7/ 6/77 2135-01_
7/ 7/_7 C8_1-1233
7/ 7/77 1856-2316
DATA+-Data**
2_ Z
8
25 c Z
37 C Z
3 c Z
1.
82 C
52 C
_C
55 C
5q C
5C
3_ C
21
52 C
61 c
83 C
8,_ C
_8
50
q¢.
90 C
89
91 C
7 c
_3
53
5b
q.E:
31
39
3C
35
52 C
52
5q
q_
33
10
57
61
_6
51
_2
.a
TA_L£
46
47
4_
49
50
51
52
53
•54
55
56
57
5e
59
60
61
62
63
6_
65
66
67
66
6_
70
71
72
73
7_
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
6_
85
86
87
88
89
90
Iii - C) VLO012, FIL5 3 CONTINUED..i.
FLIGHT DKPA_TUBE £ATA TIME
RO[;I_ DATE INTVL(G_T)
GE2511TC-LAX 7/ 8/77
" LAX-ORE 7/ 8/77"
" ORD-PIT 7/ E/77
" _IT'ORD 7/ 8/77
" ORD-LAX 71 8/77
" _AX-JFK 7/ 9177
ii JFK-OR_ 7/ 9277
" C_D-H_L 7/ 9/77
" 8NL-OED 7/10177
" C_D-HNL -: 7/I0/77
" ITO-O_ D 7/I 1/77
" CED-_NL 7/11/77
"" HN L-LA X 7/12/77
" LAX-HNL 7/12/77
'_ HNL-SPO 7113/9_
G_2_b 3FC'O_D 7/'13/77
i, ORD'JFK 7/13/77
"" J_K-SFO 7/14/77
G_251SFO-HNL 7/Iq/77
" H_L-O_D 7/15/77
" ORD_HNL 7/16/_7
" HNL-LkX 7/17/77
"" LAX-DSN 7/16/77
" _£N-LAX 7/18/77
" LAX°HNL 7118/77
" HKL-ORD 7/19/77
" O_D-JFK 7119177
,i JFK-LAX 7/19/77
" LAX-HNL 7/19/77
" HNL-LAX 7/20/77
" LAX-ORD 7/2C/77
" O_D-SEA 7/21/77
" SEA-ORD 7121/77
i' ORE-LAX 7/21/77
G_247 LAX-HNL 7/22/77
" HNL-LA_ 7/22/77
"" LAX_DEN 7/23/77
" DEW-LAX 7/23/77
" LAX'HNL 7/23277
" 8NL-SPC 7/24/77
" SFO-HNL 7/24/77
" H_L-LAX 7224/77
" LAX-ORE 7/25/77
" CFD-PIT 7/25/77
" PIT-O_D 7/25/77
ORLGJNAL PACt
01_PO0}_ QDAI,.,'_
DATA* fatal*
0133-0521 42.
0805-10_0 29
1300-1320 5
1549-1620 7
1850-2201 36
0_25-1015 /44
1533-16U9 51
190C-0250 91"
0515-1208 79
• 1600-2339 92
0_07-1101 132 "
1_30','22C¢' 88
CC38-0_53 5C
18 11- 22.36 51
C11"0-_)510 49
I737-2022 32
231%,-001,4. 11
14_8-1923 _,S
2 l_.t*-O 159 49
0351-1"03E 7-_
1620=2350 88
19 25,.,23t40 _7
0150,,,0310 17
1655-1815 1"6
202b-0058 54
0319-1029 8£
12_t4-1 _,49 13
164_-2051 49
234'J-0416 55
C931-123% 4S
1755-2055 35
0016-031E 36..
1520-1753 14_
21_,_-003_ 33
0304-0729" 52 C
1940-23t45 q-_ C
C151-0313 2/4
1653-1813 17
2057-0145 56 C
0938-1333 44 C
1639-2052 57 C
2258-03C8 ,9 C
0838-1.123 3_
1304,- 1324,
$5_9-1624 8
43,
|..
!-
I.
/ "
J_
j.:i:
! ii
" -:i "
TASLE III- C). VLO012, FILE 3 CCNCLUDED
FLIGHT DEPArtURE DA_A TIME
BCUTE _AT£ INTVL(OMT)
91. Gf24_ ORD-LKX"
92. " LAX'HN5
93 "" HN_-SFC
7/25/77 1839-2139
7/26/77 1710-2149
7/26/77 2355-03_8
DAT_ Da%a,,
33
5_ C
___s_
441_
+ Numbe= of _ATA records
•_ constituent measurements: C ° Carbon m'onox.ide:
Z - Cabin ozone
_ABLE: ZZZ " GAS_ FLZGHTS O_ TAEE
D) F;.EE q ( UAE-gq711U )
1 GZ258
2
5
6 ti-
7 "
8
9
_0
11 • "
12 "
13 ""
14
1"5
16 "*
17 "
18
19
2.0 "
2.1 ""
22 "
23 ""
24
25 GP265
26
27
28
29 "
30 "
31
32 "
33
34
35 "
36 ""
37 "
38 "
39 "
_0 "
41 "
42
43 "
44
45 "
SFC-OF£
ORD-SFC
SFO-HNL
H_E-LAX
LAX-O_D
CSD-SEA
SF,A-O_ D
CRB -LAX.
LAX-HNL
H_L'LAX
LAX-O&D
C_D-SEA
SEA-ORD
ORb-LAX
LAX-HNL
HN/-LAX
LAX-HNL
Hbi-SFC
SPO-HNL
ORD-HNL
H_L-LAX
LAX-HNL
H}_L-SFO
SFO'BNL
HNI-LAX
LAX-ITO
ITC-LAX
LAX-ORD
CBD-PTT
EI_-O_D
C[_D-LAX
JFK-OBD
OPD'*KNL
HNL-LAX
IAX-DEN
DAN-LAX
LKX-BNL
HNL-ORD
ORD-YYZ
_.¥Z-ORD
CBD-HNL
HNL-SFO
SFC-HNL
HNL-SFO
D_,P _FTU [_K
DATE
7/27/77
7/27/77
7/30/77
7/30/77
7/30/77
7/._ 1/77
7/31/77
,, 7/31/77
8/ 1/77
8/ 1/77
8/ 1/77
8/ 2/77
8/ 2/77
8/ 2/77
8/ 3/';7
8/ 3/77
8/ 3/77
8/ 3/77
b/ 4/77
8/ 5/77
81 6177
8/ 7/77
8/ 7/77
8/ 7/77
8/ 8/77
_/ 9/77
8/ 9/77
81i0/77
8/10/77
8110/77
8/10/77
8/10/77
b/11/77
8/11/77
8/12/77
8/13/77
8/13/77
8/13/77
5/14/77
8/10,/77
8/14/77
8/I_/77"
8/15177
8/16/77
8/1E/77
VLO012
£AT_ TIME
_N_VL (GHT)
Oi' £OOBQUALITY
DATA* Da_a._
1738-2018 31
2243-2333 11
0253-0712 5C
0911-i311 46
17_9-2029 3.C
0609-0319 _E
i519-1754 : 3C .....
2138-00_8 37
0256-0720 52 F
I035-I_35 46
1748-2033 3q
00G9-0325 3S
1527-1757 31
2129-0037 3E
0302-0737 53.
1024-1425 48
1710-2153 7.1"
2347-0332 45
2020-C047 6_ F
0349-1025 $C
1708-0103 95
0829-1224 4E
170_-2141 54
2359-0344" 42
2012-0029 49
0212-0612 45
1907-1327 53
0134-0517 43 F
C815-1050 31
1303-1328 5
1604-1634 6
1834-21_9 37
1528-1633 13
1952-0331 8_
1933-2333 43
0216-0318 1"2
1702-1822 16
20_.1-0116 53
0330-1010 76
12_9-1304 6
1614-i700 8
1907-0302 93
2013-2348 39
0314_0729 4_ F.
C932-13t7 46
_5
TABLE III-
46
_6 G_265
47
/48
/49 "
50 "
51 "
52 ""
53
_
56 "
57
58
59 "
60 "
61 Gf275
62 "
63 "
05
66 "
_7
68
69 "
70 "
71 "
72 "
73
7/4 "
75 "
76
77 "
76 "
79
EO
81
82 "
83 "
8_
85 "
86
87
88
89 "
90 "
D) VLO012, FIi_ a COnTINUeD ....
FLIGHT DEPAFTURH _ATA TIRE
_OU_E DATE INTVL(GMT)
SFC-HNL
HNL-LkX
L_X-ITO
ITC-LAX
LAX-ORD
C_D-PIT
PI2-O_D
ORD-LAX
i_X-JFK
JFK-OND
O_D-HNL
H_I-SFO
SFO-HNL
SFC-HNL
HNL-SFO
SFC-HNL
HNL-LAX
LAX-ITO
I_O-L_X
LAX-D_W
DIW-PIT
_IT-OPD
OHD-LKX
LAX-SFO
SFO-LAX
LAX-SFO
J}K-SFO
SFC-HNL
IINL-SFO
SFC-HNL
BNL-LAX
IAX-OFK
O_D-HNL
ORD-HNi
HNL-ORD
O_D-YYZ
YYZ-O_D
G_D-HNL
HNL-LAX
LAX-HNL
HNL-SFO
SFC-ORD
O_D-JFK
JFK-SFO
$FO-HNL
8/IE/77 16/44-205/4
8/16/77 2322-0320
8/17/77 1.926-23/45
8/1_/77 01/48-0535
811_/77 0804-10_
6/18/77 1255-1315
b/18/77 1556-1631
6/18/77 1"83_-2135
8/19/77 C611-1000
_/19/77 1529-165/4
8/19/77 18/49-0253
8/_0/77 0927-1312
8/2C/77 1632-2037
8/31/77 02/49-0659
_/31/77 0935-1.324
8/31/77 1631-20 36
8/31/77 2258-0303
9/ 1/77 1908-2313
9/ 2/77 0136-0536
9/ 2/77 G815-1115
9/ 2/77 1352-1357
9/ 2/77 1606-1636
9/ 2/77 18_7-2152
9/ 2/77 23/46-0006
9/ 3/77 01/47-0212
9/ 3/77 0_02-0417
9/ /4/77 I_32-1907
9/ 4/77 2126-01ql
9/ 5/77 0930-1320
9/ 5/77 1627-2042
9/ 5/77 2318-0313
9/ 6/77 0613-1003
9/ 6/77 1852-023_
9/ 7/77 1606-2350
9/ 8/77 0316-1001
9/ 8/77 1315-13k0
9/ 8/77 1553-1645
9/ 8/77 1916-030/4
9/ 9/77 1002-1_02
9/ 9/77 1719-2157
9/ $/77 23_6-0336
9/10/77 1739-2019
9/10/77 2236_2326
9/11/77 1_35-1924
9/11/77 21_2-0152
DA_A+
/48
/48
50
_5
3.1
8
33
• _45
89
a8
_7
_O
_45
39
4.2
3_
3C
2
7
32
¢
5
5C
_.5
_3
5C
/46
37
7_
9e
70
e
36
97
_t4
5_.
_5
3¢
1"0
5/4
41
Data*,
TkBLE 1II - D) VLC012, FIL_ 4 CONCLUDED
FLIGHT D_PA_TORE DATA TIMg
EOU_E DATE iNTVL(GMT)
91 G_275 HNL-LAX 9/12/77 C833-1228
92 " [&X-OND 9/12/77 i522-1808
93 ." O_D-SFO 9/12/77 2126-0041
9_ - SFC-HNL 9/1.3/77 0307-0717
95 " H_L-SFO 9/13/77 0937-1332
96 " SFC'HNL 9/13/77 1626-2041
97 " H_L-LAX 9/11/77 2302-0252
98 " LhX-JFK 9/111/77 2000-2353
99 " LAX-ORD 9/15/77 ., 1519-1759.
100 " C_-SFC : 9/15/77 22i6-0128
101 G_277 SYO'ORD 9/16/77 1_08-205_
102 " ORD-JFK 9/16/77 2302"2352
103 " J_K-SFO 9/I_/77 I_59"1959
I"OW " SFC-HNL 9/17/77 2220-0235
%05 " HNL-LAX 9/18/77 1932-2335
106 " LAX-DEN 9/19/77 0152-0301
107 " EE_-OBD 9/19/77 0502-0617
108 "" _A_-ORD 9/20/77 0803-1033
109 " ORD-PET 9/2C/77 13i5-i3_0
110 " PiT-ORD 9/20/77 1_8-1628
• Nu=be¢ cf DATA recc_ds
** Constituent measuzem_nts: f - }_iter data
DATA* Data,*
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Figure 1. Flight record of GASPcabin and
e_bientozone measurementsfroe._
Pan Am N533PA,LHR-JFK,5/15/77
(fro_ tapeVLOOlO,file2, fltlht 67).
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APPENDIX _ - Specifications fcr GASP Archive Tapes (VLXXXX)
G_N_RAL
OI_IGINAL PAG:., ,,.
OF POOR (;_UAfI['Y
I. Tapes are written £_ _BCDIC f¢_ma_ usia_ ni_e track
tapes.
2. Tape density is 800 BPI.
3. Physical _ecor4s,(blocks} ace 4096 t_tes.
_. The tapes at( unlaDeled, and ccntain one cr mc_e GASP
data £iles, (On tapes <, VLOC09 these ace £ollcwed Dy a
%ropcpau_ _ressure data file..)
GASP, rATA _ILE
Io Each G_SP data file ccntains data. £_o= a sinqle GASP
aircra£t. Within each- _ile, data are grou_ed an_
icen_ified, by flights (takecff to landing} in.
chronological order.
. The GASP data for each flight, begins _it5 a logical FLHT
_ecord (flight ideL_ificaticn .data)# uhich iS followed
by logical DAT_ records (on_ Z_r each data recording
made du_ing the flight). Both FLHT and DATA. records
Contain 512 bytes, hence there are 8 logic_l records per
ph/sical record (block}.
An FIHT record will always be the first logical record
in a bloc_. However, eve.ry block need'not hegi_ with an
PLHT _eCord _.e., if there are mo=e than seven DATA.
records in a flight}.. If the FLHT record _l_s the.
available DATA records f_. a. flight dm not fill an
integer number of blocks, _he u_used logical tecocds _n.
the final, block are padded uith ze=os creating PADD
reco=ds. The diagram belo_ shows how several short
flights wc_Id be blocked.
Block
1 2 3 /4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 q 5 6 7 8" 1 2 3 q 5 6 7 8
65
,., . ............. - , .
Block _. 5 6
123q5678
wh_e F is an _LBT record
D. is a DAT_ record
D is a D_Dt record.
123/45678 1234 $678
/4 e Tn¢ firs_._our bytes in each icglcal.record identity the
record type as PL_T, DATA,; OC PADD, _etail6d.
specification of.the parameters a_d. f6rlats for _LHT and.
DATA reccras are given in Table A-I and A-It
E_sDectivel7.
a). In each ELHT._ecord, the nulber of DA_A _ecords _0
£oliow is _iven. by N_A_A (_ytes 78-81), and the
n_mLec, of blocks in the £1ight is given b_ NBLOCK
(_ytes d2-8_).
b) _Or ¢%e last D_TA record of. eaoh flight, Lb_LG
(Byte 51 = °L'; @or the last DATA _ecord. i_ _ach
file, LEFLG = 'G 0 if the. ¢olloving file i_ _ GASP
data file, and LBFLG = _ if the £ollo_ing tile is
the _ro_cpause pressure file_ for all ot_er DATA
records, _BFLG = 0 0o
Note: DATA records with LBFLG _'' ' will be £olltwed b_
PADD records if the physical record (block}. iE net
coa_let@.
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